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Abstract
This paper is concerned with recent developments of wavelet schemes for the numerical treatment of operator equations
with special emphasis on two issues: adaptive solution concepts and nontrivial domain geometries. After describing a
general multiresolution framework the key features of wavelet bases are highlighted, namely locality, norm equivalences
and cancellation properties. Assuming 3rst that wavelet bases with these properties are available on the relevant problem
domains, the relevance of these features for a wide class of stationary problems is explained in subsequent sections. The
main issues are preconditioning and the e5cient (adaptive) application of wavelet representations of the involved operators.
We indicate then how these ingredients combined with concepts from nonlinear or best N -term approximation culminate
in an adaptive wavelet scheme for elliptic selfadjoint problems covering boundary value problems as well as boundary
integral equations. These schemes can be shown to exhibit convergence rates that are in a certain sense asymptotically
optimal. We conclude this section with some brief remarks on data structures and implementation, interrelations with
regularity in a certain scale of Besov spaces and strategies of extending such schemes to unsymmetric or inde3nite
problems. We address then the adaptive evaluation of nonlinear functionals of wavelet expansions as a central task
arising in connection with nonlinear problems. Wavelet bases on nontrivial domains are discussed next. The main issues
are the development of Fourier free construction principles and criteria for the validity of norm equivalences. Finally,
we indicate possible combinations of wavelet concepts with conventional discretizations such as 3nite element or 3nite
volume schemes in connection with convection dominated and hyperbolic problems. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
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1. Introduction
Quoting from [67] the concept of wavelets can be viewed as a synthesis of ideas which originated
during the last 30 years from engineering (subband coding), physics (coherent states, renormaliza-
tion group) and pure mathematics (CalderHon–Zygmund operators). In addition the construction of
spline bases for Banach spaces can be viewed as a further relevant source from pure mathematics
[30]. It is understandable that this multitude of origins appeal to scientists in many diJerent areas.
Consequently, the current research landscape concerned with wavelet ideas is extremely varied. Here
is an incomplete list of related active topics: construction of wavelets; wavelets as tools in interdis-
ciplinary applications; wavelets as modeling tools; wavelets as analysis tools; multiscale geometry
representation; wavelets in statistics; wavelets in numerical analysis and large-scale computation.
The main focus of this article will be on recent developments in the last area. Rather than trying to
give an exhaustive account of the state of the art I would like to bring out some mechanisms which
are in my opinion important for the application of wavelets to operator equations. To accomplish this
I found it necessary to address some of the pivotal issues in more detail than others. Nevertheless,
such a selected ‘zoom in’ supported by an extensive list of references should provide a sound footing
for conveying also a good idea about many other related branches that will only be brieMy touched
upon. Of course, the selection of material is biased by my personal experience and therefore is not
meant to reMect any objective measure of importance. The paper is organized around two essential
issues namely adaptivity and the development of concepts for coping with a major obstruction in
this context namely practically relevant domain geometries.
Being able to solve a given large scale discrete problem in optimal time is one important step.
In this regard a major breakthrough has been caused by multi-grid methods. A further, sometimes
perhaps even more dramatic reduction of complexity may result from adapting in addition the
discretization to the individual application at hand. This means to realize a desired overall accuracy
at the expense of a possibly small number of involved degrees of freedom.
A central theme in subsequent discussions is to indicate why wavelet concepts appear to be
particularly promising in this regard. In fact, the common attraction of wavelets in all the above listed
areas hinges on their principal ability of organizing the decomposition of an object into components
characterized by diJerent length scales. This calls for locally adapting the level of resolution and has
long been praised as a promising perspective. As intuitive as this might be a quantitative realization
of such ideas faces severe obstructions. This note is to reMect some of the ideas that have been
driving these developments. A more detailed account of a much wider scope of related topics can
be found in [31,49].
The material is organized as follows. After collecting some preliminaries in Section 2, Section 3
is devoted to a discussion of two central features which are fundamental for wavelet concepts in
numerical analysis namely cancellation properties and isomorphisms between function and sequence
spaces. Assuming at this point that wavelet bases with these properties are indeed available (even
for nontrivial domains) some consequences of these features are described in subsequent sections.
Section 4 addresses preconditioning for elliptic problems as well as the connection with nonlinear
or best N -term approximation. Section 5 is concerned with the e7ciency of matrix=vector multi-
plications when working in wavelet coordinates. In particular, some implications pertaining to the
treatment of boundary integral equations are outlined. It is indicated in Section 6 how these concepts
enter the analysis of an adaptive scheme for a wide class of elliptic operator equations. Since these
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rather recent results reMect in my opinion the potential of wavelet methodologies quite well and
since the involved tools are probably not very familiar in the numerical analysis community a some-
what more detailed discussion of this topic is perhaps instructive. In Section 7 a basic ingredient
for the treatment of nonlinear problems is discussed namely the adaptive computation of nonlin-
ear functionals of multiscale expansions. In particular, a recent fast evaluation scheme is sketched.
Section 8 is concerned with the practical realization of those properties of wavelet bases that have
been identi3ed before as being crucial. This covers “Fourier free” criteria for norm equivalences as
well as several construction principles such as stable completions or the lifting scheme. It is then
indicated in Section 9 how to use these concepts for the concrete construction of wavelet bases on
bounded domains. In particular, this covers an approach that leads in a natural way to convergent
domain decomposition schemes for singular integral equations. Some remarks on 3nite element based
wavelet bases conclude this section. Finally, we brieMy touch in Section 10 upon recent applications
of adaptive wavelet concepts within conventional 3nite element or 3nite volume discretization for
convection diJusion equations, respectively hyperbolic conservation laws.
For convenience we will write a. b to express that a can be bounded by some constant multiple
of b uniformly in all parameters on which a and b might depend as long as the precise value of
such constants does not matter. Likewise a∼ b means a. b and b. a.
2. Some preliminary comments
2.1. About the general spirit
To motivate the subsequent discussions consider an admittedly oversimpli3ed example namely
the representation of a real number x by means of decimal or more generally p-adic expansions
x=
∑−∞
j=l djb
j; where b is the base, b=10, say. An irrational number is an array of in8nitely many
digits. Depending on the context such a number may only be needed up to a certain accuracy saying
how many digits are required. So in a sense one may identify the number with an algorithm that
produces the required number of digits. It is therefore natural to ask: Is there anything similar for
functions? Of course, all classical expansions of Laurent, Taylor or Fourier type reMect exactly this
point of view. WeierstraT was only willing to call an object a function if it could be in principle
computed through a countable number of basic arithmetic operations based on such an expansion.
A wavelet basis ={ I : I ∈J} (where J is a suitable index set to be commented on later in more
detail) is in this sense just another collection of basis functions in terms of which a given function
f can be expanded
f =
∑
I ∈J
dI (f) I : (2.1)
Such an expansion associates with f the array d = {dI (f)}I ∈J of digits. There are a few points
though by which a wavelet expansion diJers from more classical expansions. First of all, for instance,
a Taylor expansion puts strong demands on the regularity of f such as analyticity, while (2.1) is
typically valid for much larger classes of functions such as square integrable ones. By this we mean
that the series on the right-hand side of (2.1) converges in the corresponding norm. More importantly,
the digits dI convey very detailed information on f. To explain this, a word on the indices I ∈J
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is in order. Each I comprises information of diJerent type such as scale and spatial location. For
instance, classical wavelets on the real line are generated by scaling and translating a single function
 , i.e.,  j; k =2j=2 (2j · −k). The simplest example is to take the box function  := [0;1) to form the
Haar wavelet  := ((2·) − (2 · −1))=√2. Obviously  is orthogonal to . It is easy to see that
the collection of functions {(· − k): k ∈Z} ∪ {2j=2 (2j · −k): k; j∈Z} forms an orthonormal basis
for L2(R). Likewise {} ∪ {2j=2 (2j · −k): k = 0; : : : ; 2j − 1; j = 0; 1; : : :} is an orthonormal basis of
L2([0; 1]). In this case one has (j; k)↔ I . Note that the whole basis consists in both examples of two
groups of functions namely the box functions on a 3xed coarsest level and the set of ‘true’ wavelets
on all successively higher levels. When expanding a function in such a basis the box functions are
needed to recover the constant part while the rest encodes further updates. Such a coarsest level is
usually needed when dealing with bounded domains. When employing isotropic scaling by powers
of two, wavelets on Rd are obtained by scaling and translating 2d−1 3xed functions 2jd=2 e(2j ·−k),
e∈{0; 1}d\{0} so that then I ↔ (j; k; e). For more general domains one has to relax the strict
interrelation through translation but the nature of the indices will stay essentially the same as will be
explained later for corresponding examples. At this point it su5ces to denote by j = |I | the scale j
and by k the location k of the wavelet  I . This means that  I is associated with detail information
of length scale 2−|I | around a spatial location encoded by k. In particular, when the wavelets have
compact support the diameter of the support of a wavelet on level |I | behaves like
diam supp  I ∼ 2−|I |: (2.2)
Thus when the coe5cient |dI (f)| is large this indicates that near k(I) the function f has signi3cant
components of length scale 2−|I |.
Another characteristic feature of wavelets is that certain weighted sequence norms of the coe5-
cients in a wavelet expansion are equivalent to certain function space norms of the corresponding
functions. Again the Haar basis serves as the simplest example where the function space is L2 and
the Euclidean norm is used to measure the coe5cients. This implies, in particular, that discarding
small wavelet coe5cients, results in small perturbations of the function in that norm. In a 3nite dif-
ference or 3nite element context adaptivity is typically associated with local mesh re8nement where
the re3nement criteria are extracted from foregoing calculations usually with the aid of a posteriori
error bounds or indicators. In the case of wavelet analysis the concept is somewhat diJerent. In
contrast to approximating the solution of a given operator equation on some mesh (of 3xed highest
resolution) wavelet-based schemes aim at determining its representation with respect to a basis. This
seems to be a minor distinction of primarily philosophical nature but turns out to suggest a rather
diJerent way of thinking. In fact, adaptivity then means to track during the solution process only
those coe5cients in the unknown array d(f) in (2.1) that are most signi8cant for approximating f
with possibly few degrees of freedom.
2.2. Fourier techniques
Part of the fascination about wavelets stems from the fact that a conceptually fairly simple math-
ematical object oJers at least an extremely promising potential in several important application
areas. The technical simplicity and the practicality of this object, however, is by no means inde-
pendent of its domain of de3nition. The development of wavelets has been largely inMuenced by
Fourier techniques and harmonic analysis concepts, quite in agreement with the nature of the primary
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application areas. Fourier techniques not only account for the elegance of constructions but also for
the analysis of applications [34,67]. It is therefore quite natural that 3rst attempts of expanding the
application of wavelet techniques to other areas such as numerical analysis tried to exploit the ad-
vantages of Fourier concepts. To a get a quick impression of the potential suggests to consider 3rst
model problems that help minimizing severe technical obstructions. Consequently periodic problems
have largely served as test beds for such investigations. As much as one might argue about the
practicability of such settings these investigations have been of pioneering importance. For instance,
Beylkin et al. [15] has initiated important developments centering on matrix compression and fast
processing of certain densely populated matrices. Likewise the concept of vaguelette draws on ideas
from the theory of CalderHon–Zygmund operators [87,110]. Putting more weight on the actual inver-
sion of operators complements traditional thinking in numerical analysis, see e.g. [5,16,87,92,49] for
a more detailed exposition and further references. Among other things these developments have led
to interesting applications, for instance, in physical modeling concerning the simulation of coherent
states in 2D turbulent Mows or combustion [8,18,102]. Again for details the reader is referred to the
original literature.
2.3. The curse of geometry
Nevertheless, the periodic setting poses severe limitations because it excludes, for instance, do-
main induced singularities or turbulent behavior due to no slip boundary conditions. However, a
number of obstructions arise when leaving the periodic realm. First of all the essential features of
wavelets closely tied to Fourier concepts have to be re-identi3ed in a correspondingly more Mexible
context. New construction principles are needed. Thus, the systematic development of conceptual
substitutes for Fourier techniques is of pivotal importance and will be a recurrent theme in subse-
quent discussions, see e.g. [26,46,48,49,108,109] for contributions in this spirit. We will outline next
a multi-resolution framework which is Mexible enough to cover later applications of varying nature.
2.4. Multi-resolution
Recall that a convenient framework for constructing and analyzing wavelets on Rd is the concept
of multi-resolution approximation formalized in [93]. Here is a somewhat generalized variant of
multi-resolution that will work later for more general domain geometries. To this end, consider an
ascending sequence S of closed nested spaces Sj; j∈N0, Sj⊂ Sj+1 whose union is dense in a given
Banach space B, say. A particularly important case arises when B=H is a Hilbert space with inner
product 〈·; ·〉 and norm ‖ · ‖H := 〈·; ·〉1=2. In the classical multi-resolution setting as well as in all
cases of practical interest the spaces Sj are spanned by what will be called a single-scale basis
j = {j;k : k ∈Ij}, i.e., Sj = spanj =: S (j). In view of the intended applications, we consider
here only 3nite-dimensional spaces Sj. Moreover, we are only interested in local bases, i.e., as in
(2.2)
diam suppj;k ∼ 2−j: (2.3)
Nestedness of the Sj implies then that the j;k satisfy a two-scale or re8nement relation
j;k =
∑
l∈Ij+1
mj;l; kj+1; l; k ∈Ij: (2.4)
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Collecting the 8lter or mask coe7cients mj;l; k in the Ij+1 × Ij-matrix Mj;0 = (mj;l; k)l∈Ij+1 ; k ∈Ij ,
(2.4) is conveniently expresses as a matrix=vector relation
Tj = 
T
j+1Mj;0: (2.5)
The simplest example has been described above when H = L2([0; 1]) and the Sj are all piecewise
constants on [0; 1] with mesh size 2−j. Here j;k = 2j=22−j[k; k+1). A further typical example is H =
H 10 () where  is a polygonal domain in R2 which is partitioned into a collection 0 of triangles.
This means that any two triangles have either empty intersection or share a common edge or vertex.
Let j+1 be obtained by decomposing each triangle in j into four congruent sub-triangles and let
Sj be the space of globally continuous piecewise a5ne functions with respect to j. In this case one
has mj;l; k = j;k(l)=|j+1; l(l)|.
The next step is to describe Sj+1 as an update of the coarser space Sj. If Q = {Qj}j∈N0 is a
uniformly H -bounded sequence of projectors onto the spaces Sj the telescoping expansion
v=
∞∑
j=0
(Qj − Qj−1)v; (Q−1 := 0) (2.6)
converges strongly to v. The summands (Qj − Qj−1)v reMect updates of the coarse approximations
Qj−1v of v. Wavelets (on level j − 1) are basis functions that represent the detail
(Qj − Qj−1)v=
∑
|I |=j−1
dI (v) I : (2.7)
In the above example of the Haar wavelets the Qj are just orthogonal projectors which, in particular,
satisfy
QlQj = Ql; l6j: (2.8)
Note that, in general, (2.8) means that Qj − Qj−1 is also a projector and that
Wj := (Qj+1 − Qj)H (2.9)
is a direct summand
Sj+1 = Sj ⊕Wj: (2.10)
Thus, the spaces Wj form a multilevel splitting of H and the union =0∪j j of the complement
bases j := { I : |I |= j} and the coarse level generator basis 0 is a candidate for a wavelet basis.
This is trivially the case in the example of the Haar basis. Less obvious speci3cations such as, for
instance, piecewise a5ne functions on triangulations will be revisited later, see also [49].
At this point we will continue collecting some further general ingredients for later use. Note
that decomposition (2.6) and (2.7) suggest a levelwise organization of the indices I ∈J. Truncating
expansion (2.6) simply means to cut oJ all frequencies above a certain level. It will therefore be
convenient to denote by Jj=I0∪{I : 06|I |¡j} the index set corresponding to the 3nite multiscale
basis Jj :=0 ∪ j−1l=0 j. Thus Sj = S(j) = S(Jj). Associating with any I , |I | = j, a mesh size
2−j, the space Sj corresponds to a uniform mesh and this setting will be referred to as uniform
re8nement of level j.
The complement bases j are called H -stable if
‖dj‖‘2 ∼‖dTj j‖H : (2.11)
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Note that the complement basis functions for Wj in (2.9) must be linear combinations of the
elements in j+1. Hence there must exist a (#Ij+1 × (#Ij+1 − #Ij))-matrix Mj;1 such that
Tj = 
T
j+1Mj;1: (2.12)
It is easy to see that j ∪j is indeed a basis for S(j+1)=Sj+1 if and only if the composed matrix
Mj = (Mj;0;Mj;1), where Mj;0 is the re3nement matrix from (2.5), is nonsingular. Thus, the search
for a complement basis is equivalent to a matrix completion problem and many properties of such
bases can be expressed in terms of matrices. In fact, the bases j ∪ j are uniformly L2-stable if
and only if
cond2(Mj) := ‖Mj‖‖M−1j ‖. 1; (2.13)
where ‖ · ‖ denotes here the spectral norm. In this case Mj;1 is called a stable completion of Mj;0
[26].
It is convenient to block the inverse Gj=M−1j as Gj=(
Gj; 0
Gj; 1
). Since by (2.5) and (2.12), (Tj ; 
T
j )=
Tj+1Mj and MjGj = id one has 
T
j cj +
T
j dj = 
T
j+1(Mj;0cj +Mj;1dj). Hence the transformation
TJ :d J := (cT0 ; d
T
0 ; : : : ; d
T
J−1)
T → cJ (2.14)
that takes the array d J of multiscale coe7cients of an element vJ ∈ SJ = S(J ) into its single-scale
coe7cients cJ is realized by a successive application of the steps
(cj; dj)→ cj+1 :=Mj;0cj +Mj;1dj: (2.15)
Likewise since a function vj+1=Tj+1cj+1 ∈ Sj+1 can be written as vj+1=(Tj ; Tj )Gjcj+1=TjGj;0cj+1+
TjGj;1cj+1, the inverse transformation T
−1
J taking single scale into multiscale coe5cients is given
by a successive application of
cj+1 → (cj :=Gj;0cj+1; dj :=Gj;1cj+1): (2.16)
Under the locality assumptions (2.2) and (2.3) the matrices Mj are sparse in the sense that the
number of nonzero entries in each row and column of Mj remains uniformly bounded in j. Thus a
geometric series argument shows that the execution of TJ requires O(NJ ) operations where NJ =#J .
Hence for both transformations TJ and T−1J to be e5cient also the inverse Gj should be sparse. This
is known to be rarely the case and indicates that the construction of suitable wavelets is a delicate
task.
When  is an orthonormal basis the transformations TJ are orthogonal and hence well-conditioned.
In general, one can show the following fact, see e.g. [46].
Remark 2.1. The TJ have uniformly bounded condition numbers if and only if  is a Riesz basis
in L2, i.e., each function v∈L2 possesses a unique expansion v= dT and ‖d‖‘2 ∼‖dT‖L2 .
3. The key features
This section is devoted to collecting those speci3c properties of bases  that are essential for the
numerical treatment of operator equations.
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3.1. Cancellation property
The Haar wavelet is orthogonal to constants. Thus, integrating a function against the Haar wavelet
annihilates the constant part of the function. In more sophisticated examples wavelets are arranged to
be orthogonal to polynomials up to a certain order. The wavelets are then said to have a correspond-
ing order of vanishing moments. This concept is very convenient whenever dealing with domains
where polynomials are well de3ned. Thinking of functions living on more general manifolds such
as boundary surfaces it is preferable to express the cancellation property of wavelets by estimates
of the form
|〈f;  I〉|. 2−|I |(m˜+d=2)|f|W∞; m˜(supp  I ); (3.1)
where d is the spatial dimension and the integer m˜ signi3es the strength of the cancellation property.
In fact, m˜ will later be seen to be the approximation order of the range of the adjoints Q′j of the
projectors in (2.6) above. A simple Taylor expansion argument shows that (3.1) is implied by
m˜th-order vanishing moments. Thus m˜= 1 for Haar wavelets.
3.2. Norm equivalences
An important property of classical wavelets on Rd is that they provide a particularly tight re-
lationship between the function and its coe5cient sequence. For instance, since the Haar basis is
orthonormal the ‘2-norm of the coe5cients equals the L2-norm of the function. It is of paramount
importance to preserve properties of this type for multiscale bases de3ned on relevant domain ge-
ometries as indicated already by Remark 2.1.
To describe these features in more concrete terms note 3rst that orthonormality is actually a strong
property. In many practical situations it interferes with locality and is hard to realize. Moreover, in
many applications it turns even out not to be optimal because diJerent energy inner products may
be relevant. A suitable more Mexible format can be described 3rst again for a Hilbert space H with
norm ‖·‖H . A collection ⊂H is called H -stable if and only if every v∈H has a unique expansion
v=
∑
I ∈J dI (v) I such that for some 3xed positive weight coe5cients DI
c1

∑
I ∈J
D2I |dI (v)|2

1=26
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
I ∈J
dI (v) I
∥∥∥∥∥∥
H
6c2

∑
I ∈J
D2I |dI (v)|2

1=2 ; (3.2)
where the constants c1; c2 are independent of v. It will be convenient to view  and the corresponding
array d(v) = {dI (v)}I ∈J as vectors to write brieMy d(v)T := ∑I ∈J dI (v) I . Likewise, collecting
the weights DI in the (in3nite) diagonal matrix D := (DI$I; I ′)I; I ′ ∈J, (3.2) can be rewritten as
‖Dd(v)‖‘2(J)∼‖dT(v)‖H :
In other words, the scaled collection D−1 is a Riesz basis for H . c1; c2 are called Riesz constants
and the ratio c2=c1 is sometimes referred to as the condition of the Riesz basis. When H is the
energy space for an elliptic variational problem the condition of the Riesz basis will be seen later
to determine the performance of preconditioners for corresponding discrete problems.
Of course, in the case of the Haar basis on the interval (0; 1), say, we have H = L2((0; 1)),
D = id, c1 = c2 = 1. One easily concludes with the aid of the Riesz representation theorem that for
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any given duality pairing 〈·; ·〉 for H and its dual H ′ there exists a collection ˜⊂H ′ such that
〈 I ;  ˜ I ′〉=$I; I ′ , I; I ′ ∈J, and D˜ is a Riesz basis in H ′. In fact, a duality argument shows that (3.2)
implies
c−12 ‖D−1d‖‘2(J)6‖dT˜‖H ′6c−11 ‖D−1d‖‘2(J); (3.3)
which will later turn out to be important for residual estimates and the evaluation of ‘negative’
Sobolev norms. De3ning for any countable collections ⊂H;%⊂H ′ by 〈;%〉 the corresponding
matrix (〈; &〉)∈;&∈%, the above biorthogonality relation between the  I and  ˜ I is expressed as
〈; ˜〉= id: (3.4)
One typically has relations of type (3.2) not only for a single space H but even for a whole scale
of spaces which are continuously embedded in some reference space like L2. Speci3cally, denoting
as usual by Hs() (H 0() = L2()) the classical Sobolev space of (real positive) order s¿ 0 on
some d-dimensional domain or manifold , the relevant spaces are of the form Hs :=Hs() ∩ H0,
where H0 (is either equal to Hs() or) is some closed subspace of Hs() determined, for instance,
by homogeneous boundary conditions. The dual (Hs)′ of Hs will brieMy be denoted by H−s endowed
as usual with the norm
‖v‖H−s := sup
w∈Hs
〈v; w〉
‖w‖Hs : (3.5)
Note that the dual will therefore depend on the constraints imposed by the subspace H0. One is then
interested in the validity of (3.2) for H =Hs in some range of s depending on the choice of bases
; ˜. The weights arising in this case can be chosen as
DI := 2s|I |: (3.6)
Recall that usually the actual Sobolev norm plays only an auxiliary role in a variational problem.
What matters more is a given energy norm of the form
‖ · ‖2 := a(·; ·); a(v; w) := 〈v;Lw〉; (3.7)
where L is some symmetric positive-de3nite (integral or diJerential) operator. It is often the case
that a(·; ·) is Hs-elliptic, i.e., ‖ · ‖ is equivalent to ‖ · ‖Hs and (3.2) holds with D from (3.6). This
means that ‖2−s|I | I‖Hs ∼ 1. However, this relation depends on the ellipticity constant. For instance,
for Lu=−+Yu+ au with +; a¿ 0 these constants depend on the coe5cients +; a. In this case one
can show that when  satis3es (3.2) for H = L2, D = id and H = H 1, D as in (3.6)
a(v; v)∼‖Dd‖‘2(J) for v= dT; DI :=
√
max{a; +22|I |} (3.8)
with constants independent of the parameters +; a in L. Therefore taking
D := diag 〈;L〉 (3.9)
one still obtains an equivalence of type (3.2) with ‖·‖H replaced by the energy norm (3.7). Since, by
de3nition (3.9) of D, the scaled basis D−1 is now normalized in the energy norm one can expect
a better condition c2=c1 of this basis, a fact that has been con3rmed by the numerical experiments
in [94].
Classical examples for (3.2) when  = Rd and  is an orthonormal wavelet basis can be found
in [67,95], see [34] for biorthogonal bases on R.
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It is important to note that relations like (3.2) are by no means con3ned to Hilbert spaces
but extend to other smoothness spaces such as Besov spaces. These latter spaces can be de3ned
for all relevant types of domains with the aid of the Lp-modulus of continuity !m(v; t; Lp()) =
sup|h|6t ‖Yhv‖Lp(h;m) [71]. Here Ymv denotes the mth-order forward diJerence of v in the direc-
tion h and h;m := {x∈: x + lh∈; 06l6m}. For 0¡q6∞, 0¡p6∞, 06s¡m, the space
Bsq(Lp()) consists of those elements in Lp() for which
‖v‖Bsq(Lp()) :=

‖v‖qLp() + ∞∑
j=0
2sjq!m(v; 2−j; Lp())q

1=q (3.10)
is 3nite. Thus s reMects again the smoothness which is measured now in Lp while q is some 3ne
tuning parameter. Note that we do admit p¡ 1 which will be important later for the analysis of
adaptive schemes. In this case Lp is only a quasi-Banach space since the triangle inequality holds
only up to a constant. For a detailed discussion of these spaces in the context of wavelet analysis
the reader is referred to [31,68,70]. Besov spaces are interpolation spaces and so are the spaces
induced by weighted sequence norms of type (3.2) or (3.10). Keeping in mind that wavelets are
usually normalized to have L2-norm of unit order one readily checks that ‖ I‖Lp ∼ 2d(|I |=2−|I |=p). Using
interpolation arguments then yields under the above assumptions on the multi-resolution spaces
‖v‖Bsq(Lp())∼
(∑
j
2jq(s+d=2−d=p)‖〈v; ˜j〉‖q‘p
)1=q
; (3.11)
see e.g. [31,47,68].
One should note that a signi3cant portion of these key features of wavelet bases are shared by
earlier constructions of spline bases for Banach spaces on compact domains or manifolds [28–30].
In particular, such spline systems give rise to isomorphisms of the form (3.11) between Besov and
sequence spaces [28]. We will return to this point later in Section 9.3.
A particularly interesting case of (3.11) arises when the regularity s and the parameters q; p are
coupled by
1
0
=
s
d
+
1
2
: (3.12)
Specializing (3.11) to this case gives
‖dT‖Bs0(L0())∼‖d‖‘0 ; (3.13)
which will be used later. Note that s large implies 0¡ 1. Moreover, (3.12) is the limiting line for
Sobolev embedding, i.e., the Bs0(L0) are just still embedded in L2 [31,68,70].
The main consequences of the above two main features are roughly concerned with the following
issues. The cancellation property will be seen to account for e7cient matrix=vector multiplication.
The norm equivalences guarantee optimal preconditioning. Moreover, they allow us to make use of
concepts like best N-term approximation in sequence spaces. A combination of all three components
will facilitate a rigorous analysis of adaptive schemes. We will postpone the question of constructing
bases with the above properties for nontrivial domain geometries to Sections 8 and 9. Instead, we
will discuss 3rst the relevance and implications of the above features.
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4. Well-posedness in Euclidean metric
In this section several consequences of the norm equivalences (3.2) or (3.11) are highlighted. The
signi3cance of these properties is illustrated best for the following abstract setting.
4.1. A class of elliptic problems
Suppose that the linear operator L is an isomorphism from a Hilbert space H into its dual H ′,
i.e., there exist constants cL; CL such that
cL‖v‖H6‖Lv‖H ′6CL‖v‖H ; v∈H: (4.1)
The problem to 3nd for a given f∈H ′ a u∈H such that
Lu= f: (4.2)
has therefore a unique solution.
Simple examples are (i) H = H 10;2D() with Lv = −div(av) + cv, c¿0, xTax¿ 0, x∈ [,
where H 10;2D() denotes the closure of all C
∞ functions on  that vanish on 2D⊆ @; (ii) H =
H 20 () with L = 
2. Aside from such boundary value problems a second important class of
problems concerns boundary integral equations which arise from reformulating, for instance, an
exterior domain problem originally posed on Rd\, where  is a compact domain, as a sin-
gular integral equation on the boundary 2 := @. It is well known that there are several ways
to do that exploiting in diJerent ways the fundamental solution for the Laplace operator (d¿3)
E(x; y) = (4|x − y|)−1(−(1=2)log |x − y| in case d = 2). The relevant boundary integral op-
erators on 2 are the single-layer potential V4(x) :=
∫
2 E(x; y)4(y) dsy, the double-layer potential
K4(x) :=
∫
2(@nyE(x; y))4(y) dsy, its adjoint K
′4(x)=
∫
2(@nxE(x; y))4(y) dsy and the hyper-singular
operator W4(x) := − @nx
∫
2(@nyE(x; y))4(y) dsy, x∈2, see e.g. [75].
It is well known that u(x)= u−(x) for x∈2, where u−(x) is the limit y→ x∈2, y∈, satis3es
(for d= 3) the relations
u(x) = (12 id +K)u(x)−V@nu(x); x∈2;
@nu(x) =−Wu(x) + (12 id −K′)@nu(x); x∈2;
(4.3)
which can now be used to express u as a solution of an integral equation depending on the type of
given boundary data. Thus one obtains equations of the type (4.2) where, for instance, it is known
that (4.1) holds with H = L2(2) = H ′ for L=K− 12 id, H = H−1=2(2); H ′ = H 1=2(2) for L=V
and H = H 1=2(2); H ′ = H−1=2(2) for the hyper-singular operator.
The scope of problems covered by (4.1) is actually considerably larger and covers also (inde3nite)
systems of operator equations such as the Stokes problem. This issue will be addressed later in more
detail, see Section 6.9. At this point we remark that whenever the operator L in any of the above
cases possesses a global Schwartz kernel
(Lv)(x) =
∫

K(x; y)v(y) dy; (4.4)
where K is smooth except for x= y, then K satis3es
|@6x@7yK(x; y)|. dist(x; y)−(d+9+|6|+|7|): (4.5)
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Let us point out next several consequences of the above cancellation properties and norm equiv-
alences for problems of the above type.
4.2. Preconditioning
Given a dual pair ; ˜ of wavelet bases the operator equation (4.2) can be rewritten as an in8nite
system of linear equations. In fact, making the ansatz u= dT, whenever %= {&I : I ∈J} is also
a basis (and hence total over H), u satis3es (4.2) if and only if 〈Lu − f; &〉 = 0, &∈%, which
is equivalent to 〈%;L〉d = 〈%;f〉. Of course, % =  is a possible choice. In addition, we will
introduce a particular scaling suggested by the norm equivalence (3.2). In fact, suppose that % also
satis3es (3.2) with a (possibly diJerent) diagonal matrix Dˆ and constants cˆ1; cˆ2. This leads to the
equivalent system Dˆ
−1〈%;L〉D−1Dd = Dˆ−1〈%;f〉. The 3rst central result can then be formulated
as follows.
Theorem 4.1. The function u= dT solves (4:2) if and only if u :=Dd solves
Au = f ; (4.6)
where
A := Dˆ
−1〈%;L〉D−1; f := Dˆ−1〈%;f〉: (4.7)
Moreover; when (4:1) and (3:2) hold then
‖A‖‘2(J)‖A−1‖‘2(J)6
CLc˜2cˆ2
cLc˜1cˆ1
: (4.8)
Once brought into clear focus the proof is rather simple. In fact, by (3.2), (3.3) and (4.1), one
has for any v= dT∈H
‖Dd‖‘2(J)6 c˜−11 ‖v‖H6c−1L c˜−11 ‖Lv‖H ′6c−1L c˜−11 cˆ−11 ‖Dˆ
−1〈%;Lv〉‖‘2(J)
= c−1L c˜
−1
1 cˆ
−1
1 ‖Dˆ
−1〈%;L〉D−1Dd‖‘2(J) = c−1L c˜−11 cˆ−11 ‖ADd‖‘2(J): (4.9)
Combining this with completely analogous estimates from below con3rms (4.8).
In essence Theorem 4.1 says that due to the norm equivalences of the form (3.2) a diagonal
scaling in wavelet coordinates undoes a possible regularity shift caused by the operator L and turns
the original problem into one which is well-posed in Euclidean metric. Eq. (4.8) shows how the
condition depends on the Riesz constants of the bases and the ellipticity constants in (4.1).
So far we are still dealing with the in8nite-dimensional original operator equation. Numerical
approximations are obtained by considering 8nite sections of the matrix A. Speci3cally, let I⊂J
be any 8nite subset and let I := { I : I ∈I}, S(I) := spanI. Finding uI ∈ S(I) such that
〈&;LuI〉= 〈&; f〉; &∈%I; (4.10)
corresponds to a Petrov–Galerkin scheme with trial space S(I) and test space S(%I). In the
sequel, the subscript I is to indicate that all indices are restricted to I. Obviously, uI = dTII
solves (4.10) if and only if uI :=DIdI solves
AIuI = fI: (4.11)
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All it takes now to estimate the condition numbers of the matrices AI is to invoke the stability of
the Petrov–Galerkin scheme. The Petrov–Galerkin scheme is called H -stable if
c^L‖v‖H6‖〈%I;Lv〉%˜I‖H ′6C^L‖v‖H ; v∈ S(I); (4.12)
where again %; %˜ are supposed to form a dual pair of bases with %˜∈H ′. The same estimates as in
(4.9) with cL replaced by c^L and (4.1) replaced by (4.12) yields the following fact.
Theorem 4.2. If in addition to the assumptions in Theorem 4:1 the Petrov–Galerkin scheme (4:10)
is H-stable one has
‖AI‖‘2(J)‖A−1I ‖‘2(J)6
C^Lc˜2cˆ2
c^Lc˜1cˆ1
: (4.13)
If L is symmetric positive de3nite and % =  the corresponding classical Galerkin discretiza-
tions are automatically H -stable. In this case, the uniform boundedness of the condition numbers
ensures that conjugate gradient iterations on systems (4.11) are asymptotically optimal. This means
that in connection with nested iteration discretization error accuracy of the discrete systems is ac-
complished at the expense of a uniformly bounded number of iterations on the system of highest
resolution. In fact, for second-order elliptic boundary value problems on planar domains and or-
thonormal wavelet bases the conclusion (4.13) already appears in [80]. Under much more relaxed
conditions concerning the bases and the type of boundary value problems (4.13) was obtained in
[52], see also [14] for periodic problems. The extraction of the two essential ingredients namely
stability of the discretization and norm equivalences has been perhaps brought into clear focus for
the 3rst time in [61] in order to identify the essential requirements on wavelet bases for a much
wider class of equations. It is therefore important to note that in the above form (in contrast to
Schwarz schemes) L neither need to be symmetric nor must have positive order. Of course, lacking
symmetry it is not so clear beforehand what estimate (4.13) means for the complexity of a solution
process. However, it will be seen later that (4.13) will be essential in combination with least-squares
formulations.
Drawing on the theory of function spaces closely related concepts were already used in [96] to
prove optimality of the BPX-preconditioner [21] for 3nite element discretizations, see [52] for the
case of adaptively re3ned triangulations. In fact, for symmetric problems of positive order the use
of explicit bases can be avoided. It su5ces to resort to the weaker notion of frame to realize opti-
mal preconditioners. A suitable general framework is oJered by Schwarz schemes covering domain
decomposition and multilevel splittings [77,97,114]. For the relation to wavelet preconditioners see
[49].
4.3. Best N -term approximation
Aside from preconditioning the fact that the norm equivalences allow one to transform the original
problem into a well-posed one in ‘2(J) has further important consequences. Suppose again that u
is the solution of (4.6), or equivalently that u= uTD−1 solves the continuous problem (4.2), one
is interested in 3nding a possibly good approximation with possibly few coe5cients. The smallest
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possible error is realized by the best N -term approximation de3ned as
4N;H (v) := inf
vI : I ∈I;#I6N
∥∥∥∥∥v−∑
I ∈I
vID−1I  I
∥∥∥∥∥
H
: (4.14)
Since by (3.2),
‖C‖‘2(J)∼‖CTD−1‖H ; (4.15)
4N;H (u) is asymptotically the same as the error of best N -term approximation in ‘2(J)
4N;‘2(J)(u) := infw;#supp w6N
‖u − w‖‘2(J): (4.16)
The latter notion is well understood, see e.g. [68]. Obviously, 4N;‘2(J)(u) is realized by retaining the
N largest coe5cients in u which at this point are, of course, unknown. Nevertheless, before trying
to track them numerically when u is only given implicitly as the solution of an in3nite system of
the form (4.6), it is important to understand how this error behaves.
To this end, denote for any C∈ ‘2(J) by C∗= {vIl}l∈N its decreasing rearrangement in the sense
that |vIl |¿|vIl+1 | and let
:(C; N ) := {Il: l= 1; : : : ; N}; CN := C|:(C;N ): (4.17)
It is clear that CN is a best N -term approximation of C.
In particular, it will be important to characterize the sequences in ‘2(J) whose best N -term
approximation behaves like N−s for some s¿ 0. The following facts are well known [32,68,70]. Let
for 0¡0¡ 2
|C|‘w0 (J) := sup
n∈N
n1=0|v∗n |; ‖C‖‘w0 (J) := ‖C‖‘2(J) + |C|‘w0 (J): (4.18)
It is easy to see that
‖C‖‘w0 (J)62‖C‖‘0 ; (4.19)
so that by Jensen’s inequality, in particular, ‘w0 (J)⊂ ‘2(J).
Proposition 4.3. Let
1
0
= s+
1
2
; (4.20)
then
C∈ ‘w0 (J)⇔ ‖C− CN‖‘2(J).N−s‖C‖‘w0 (J): (4.21)
The following remark shows why convergence rates of the form N−s are of interest.
Remark 4.4. Note that by (4.19), u∈ ‘0 implies u∈ ‘w0 (J). Using (3.13), one can show that for s
and 0 related through (4.20) u∈ ‘0 means for DI = 2t|I | that u∈Bsd+t0 (L0).
The exact relation between the rate of best N -term approximation (in the energy norm) and a
certain Besov regularity can be stated as follows. We follow [41] and suppose again that H = Ht .
Let <¿ 0 denote the sup of all 6 such that ⊂H6. Then the following holds [41].
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Proposition 4.5. Assume that 6; t ¡ < and let for t66
1
0∗
:=
6− t
d
+
1
2
: (4.22)
Then one has
∞∑
n=1
(N (6−t)=d4N;H t (g))0
∗
¡∞ (4.23)
if and only if g∈B60∗(L0∗()).
Of course, (4.23) implies that the best N -term approximation in Ht (and hence the near best
N -term approximation with respect to the energy norm) 4N;Ht (g) decays at least like N−(6−t)=d,
provided that g is in B60∗(L0∗()). Note that (4.22) means that B
6
0∗(L0∗()) is just embedded in H
t
but need not have any excess Sobolev regularity beyond the energy space.
Results of the above type hold for other Lp norms and play an important role in nonlinear
approximation and applications to image compression, denoising and encoding, see [31,33,68,69,71].
In the above form they are fundamental for the understanding and interpretation of adaptive schemes
as will be explained later.
5. Near sparsity of matrix representations
So far we have seen that scaled wavelet representations lead for a variety of operator equa-
tions to well-posed problems in ‘2. Moreover, some mechanisms pertaining to the underlying norm
equivalences have been outlined. On the other hand, uniformly bounded condition numbers just by
themselves do not ensure yet e5cient solution processes. This requires more speci3c information on
the matrices A in (4.6).
5.1. Vaguelettes
In this regard, one concept is to adapt the choice of the test basis % to the problem in the following
way. Denoting byL′ the adjoint ofL, i.e., 〈Lv; w〉=〈v;L′w〉, let % := (L−1)′˜, %˜ :=L. Clearly
biorthogonality of  and ˜ (3.4) implies then 〈%; %˜〉= id. Hence 〈%;f〉= 〈%;L〉d = d so that
the solution u is given by
u= 〈f;%〉: (5.1)
In this case the above Petrov–Galerkin scheme simply consists of truncating the expansion (5.1).
The collection % consists of so-called vaguelettes [110]. Of course, determining these vaguelettes
requires the inversion of L′ for each wavelet. When L is a constant coe5cient elliptic diJerential
operator on the torus this inversion can be done once and for all in the Fourier domain which yields
an optimal method. For applications of these concepts to combustion and turbulence analysis see
e.g. [18,73]. Although this will not work nearly as well for variable coe5cients and other domain
geometries it is possible to use this concept for preconditioning in such more general situations, see
e.g. [87].
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5.2. Change of bases
Let us focus now on the case %= which corresponds to Galerkin discretizations. The exploitation
of the bounded condition numbers for an iterative solution of the discrete systems (4.11) now hinges
on the e5ciency of corresponding matrix=vector multiplications. To sketch the main developments
in this regard let us 3rst assume that L is a diJerential operator. Due to the fact that the inner
products 〈 I ;L I ′〉 involve wavelets on diJerent scales and hence with diJerent support sizes (see
(2.2)) entails that the matrices AI from (4.11) (with % = ) are not as sparse as typical 3nite
element stiJness matrices. In fact, it is not hard to see that in the case of uniform re8nements up
to level J the order of nonvanishing entries is of the order J2dJ . However, under assumption (2.3),
the matrix BJ := 〈J ;LJ 〉 will be sparse, i.e., has the order of NJ = dim SJ nonvanishing entries.
It is easy to check that the matrices BJ and AJ :=AIJ are related by
AJ =D−1J T
T
J BJTJD
−1
J ; (5.2)
where TJ is the multiscale transformation from (2.15). The so-called change-of-bases preconditioner
consists now of solving the standard sparse Galerkin system BJcJ = fJ := 〈J ; f〉 by conceptually
applying the conjugate gradient method to the well-conditioned matrix AJ . However, the less sparse
matrix AJ need not be assembled. In fact, as pointed out before, the application of TJ to a vector dJ
can be carried out in O(NJ ) operations. Therefore, due to the sparseness of BJ the multiplication AJdJ
can be carried out in O(NJ ) steps and thus ensures asymptotic optimality of a wavelet preconditioner
[52] for such uniformly re3ned trial spaces. The hierarchical basis preconditioner in [115] is of this
type and very e5cient due to the extreme sparseness of the matrices Mj;1 in this case. However, it
fails to provide uniformly bounded condition numbers (4.13) since (3.2) is not valid for hierarchical
bases and H = H 10 (). The scheme in [111] aims at retaining this e5ciency while improving the
stability of the hierarchical bases, see Section 10.1.
Numerical experiences: In general, for more sophisticated wavelets with better stability properties
the cost of the multiscale transformations, although asymptotically being of the right order, increases
due to the larger supports of the wavelets and correspondingly higher density of the multiscale trans-
formation matrices. In their straightforward realization this renders such a wavelet scheme somewhat
less e5cient than the above-mentioned closely related Schwarz schemes, at least for such simple
uniform re3nements and when the diagonal matrices contain the standard weights 2−t|I |, see e.g
[90,91]. This has motivated successful attempts to construct wavelets with possibly small support
in a 3nite element context [106,107]. Moreover, the stable bases are usually derived by modifying
the simple hierarchical bases through the concept of stable completions, see Section 8.2. This al-
lows one to factor each step (2.15) in the multiscale transformation retrieving much of the original
e5ciency of the hierarchical bases [66,107], see (8.12) below. Furthermore, since (suitably scaled)
wavelets form stable bases for H 10 () as well as for L2() the change-of-bases preconditioners are
typically more robust for operators of the type Lv=−Yv+qv with respect to varying the parameter
q than for instance the BPX scheme. Moreover, recent results in [94], indicate that scalings like
(3.9) yield much smaller condition numbers which make the scheme competitive again, recall (3.8),
(3.9).
Recently, wavelet solvers for problems of the type −Yu+ qu=f on L-shaped domains based on
the above change-of-basis preconditioner have been implemented and tested in [24,113,112]. While
[24] contains 3D realizations the results in [113] show that such schemes are particularly e5cient in
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combination with nested iteration. In fact, to achieve discretization error accuracy 10–12 conjugate
gradient iterations on each level turn out to su5ce independently of the coe5cient q.
Nevertheless, the main drawback of this strategy is that the multiscale transformation is best
suited for index sets IJ corresponding to uniform re3nements. Thus, if an adaptive solution process
yields an approximate solution with signi3cant indices in a very lacunary index set I where by
no means all indices of each level ¡J are present, #I could be much smaller than dim SJ where
J − 1 :=max{|I |: I ∈I}. Then the complexity of multiscale transformation TJ is much higher than
#I which means that previously gained e5ciency is wasted.
Moreover, when dealing with global operators the above approach is completely useless because
BJ is densely populated with signi3cant entries essentially everywhere.
5.3. Nonstandard representation
An alternative strategy of organizing a fast approximate application of a given operator to the array
of wavelet coe5cients is based on the so-called nonstandard representation [5,15,16]. Denoting by
Qjv := 〈v; ˜j〉j the canonical projector onto Sj, the nonstandard representation of L results from
truncating the telescoping expansion
L=
∞∑
j=0
(Q′j+1LQj+1 − Q′jLQj) + Q′0LQ0:
The Application of AJ to an array uJ is then reduced to the application of enlarged arrays dˆ J
involving the wavelet coe5cients dj as well as scaling function coe5cients cj on all levels j¡J to
a larger matrix AˆJ . This latter matrix AˆJ is not a matrix representation of L in a strict sense but
corresponds to the representation of an element from SJ with respect to a redundant spanning set.
The advantage is that AˆJ consists of blocks whose entries in contrast to AJ are inner products of
functions belonging to a single level only, i.e., the mixing of diJerent levels is avoided. Moreover,
for periodic problems these blocks are circulants so that even when dealing with integral operators
fast Fourier transforms can be used for the calculation of AˆJ dˆ J .
This last advantage disappears for non-periodic problems. In this case one has to exploit the fact
that many entries of AˆJ are actually small and to some extent negligible, see e.g. [16]. In fact, the
blocks in AˆJ are of the form 〈j;Lj〉, 〈j;Lj〉 or 〈j;Lj〉, i.e., at least one factor in the
inner products is a wavelet so that the cancellation property (3.1) can be used to con3rm a certain
decay. However, since in the standard representation AJ from (4.6) except for the few functions
on the coarsest level only wavelets appear in the inner products this compression eJect is stronger
there. This will be made more precise next.
5.4. Decay estimates
Suppose that L is either a diJerential operator or of the form (4.4) satisfying (4.5). Using the
norm equivalences (3.2) and continuity properties of L, one can show that in the case H =Ht the
entries of the scaled matrix A from (4.1) (for %=) exhibit the following decay:
2−(|>
′|+|>|)t|〈L I ′ ;  I〉|. 2
−‖I |−|I ′‖4
(1 + d(I; I ′))d+2m˜+2t
; (5.3)
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where d(I; I ′) := 2min(|I |; |I
′|)dist(supp  I ; supp  I ′), [61,43,100]. Here 4¿d=2 depends on the regular-
ity of the wavelets. Hence the entries of A have a scalewise decay whose strength depends on the
regularity of  and a spatial decay determined by the order m˜ of the cancellation properties, or
equivalently, by the approximation order of the dual multi-resolution S˜, see Remark 8.4 below. The
appearance of 2m˜ in the exponent reMects that the cancellation properties of both wavelets  I and
 I ′ have been exploited, see e.g. [66,100].
Matrices satisfying (5.3) represent CalderHon–Zygmund operators. In fact, 4¿d=2 already implies
that the matrix de3nes a bounded map on ‘2 which in the present context has been inferred in
Theorem 4.1 from the properties of L. For su5ciently large 4 the class of such matrices forms an
algebra. The question when such a matrix has an inverse in the same class is much more delicate,
see e.g. [110] for a more detailed discussion.
5.5. Pseudo-diBerential and boundary integral equations
To exploit decay estimates of type (5.3) for the e5cient numerical treatment of certain singular
integral equations has been proposed 3rst in the pioneering paper [15]. It has been shown there
that for periodic univariate operators of order zero (t=0) it su5ces to retain the order of N logN
nonzero entries in the (standard and nonstandard) wavelet representation while preserving accuracy
+. This is often referred to as matrix compression and has since initiated numerous further investi-
gations.
To understand a central issue of these investigations one should note that in spite of their startling
nature the results in [15] are not quite satisfactory yet for the following reason. Roughly speaking, the
accuracy + is kept 3xed while the size N of the linear systems increases. Of course, the only reason
for increasing the number N of unknowns is to increase accuracy which clearly requires relating +
and N . First, systematic investigation of asymptotic properties of matrix compression for a general
class of elliptic pseudo-diJerential equations were presented in [59,60] 3rst for the periodic setting
and in [61,98–100] for equations de3ned on closed manifolds. A central point of view taken in [61]
was to identify those properties of wavelet bases for a given problem that facilitate asymptotically
optimal compression and solution schemes. The main result can roughly be summarized as follows,
see [98–100] for zero order operators.
Theorem 5.1. Assume that L has the form (4:4); (4:5) and satis8es (4:1) for H=Ht . Furthermore
assume that ; ˜ is a dual pair of (local) wavelet bases inducing norm equivalences of the form
(3:2) for H = Hs; DI = ss|I |, in the range s ∈ (−<˜; <) (see also (8.5) below) and having cancellation
properties (3:1) of order m˜. Let A be the preconditioned standard matrix representation of L
given by (4:7) with %=; D= Dˆ = (2t|I |$I; I ′)I; I ′ ∈J. As before let AJ =AIJ be the corresponding
stiBness matrix for the trial spaces SJ which have approximation order m; see (8:3) below. Finally;
suppose that the parameters <; <˜; m; m˜ signifying the bases  and ˜ satisfy
<¿ t; <˜¿ − t; m˜¿m− 2t: (5.4)
Then there exists a compressed matrix AcJ with the following properties:
(i) The number of nonvanishing entries of AcJ is of the order NJ (logNJ )
b uniformly in J for some
8xed positive number b where NJ = dim SJ .
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(ii) The matrices AcJ have still uniformly bounded condition numbers
cond2(AcJ ). 1: (5.5)
(iii) If the solution u = uTD−1 of (4:2) respectively (4:6) belongs to Hs then the solution ucJ of
the compressed system AcJu
c
J = fIJ has asymptotically optimal accuracy; i.e. u
c
J =(u
c
J )
TD−1IJ IJ
satis8es
‖u− ucJ‖H0. 2J (0−s)‖u‖Hs ; J ∈N; (5.6)
for
− m+ 2t60¡<; 06s; t6s6m: (5.7)
In particular; when u∈Hm optimal order 2−J2(m−t) is retained.
In contrast to [15] operators of order 2t = 0 are covered. The proof is based on a sophisticated
level-dependent thresholding strategy in combination with preconditioning (4.8), see [59,61] for de-
tails. Note that for operators of order less than or equal to zero the above result ensures optimality
only when the order m˜ of cancellation properties is larger than the order m of accuracy of the trial
spaces. This rules out orthogonal wavelets in this case and stresses the need for the more Mexible
concept of biorthogonal bases.
First numerical tests for two-dimensional polyhedral closed surfaces are given in [51] for a col-
location scheme. In [99] a corresponding analysis is given for discontinuous multi-wavelets. The
compression in (i) above has been improved in [103] by incorporating a second compression depend-
ing on the distance of high-scale wavelets from the singular support of an overlapping lower-scale
wavelet. This allows one to remove the log-factor and to realize compressed matrices even with only
O(NJ ) nonvanishing entries.
The practical exploitation of the above results now leaves two tasks:
(I) Find bases that satisfy the requirements in Theorem 5.1, in particular (5.4).
(II) Compute the compressed matrix AcJ at a computational expense that stays possibly close to the
order NJ of nonvanishing entries.
Clearly, if (I) and (II) can be realized at least for positive-de3nite symmetric problems the above
theorem ensures also optimal O(NJ ) solution complexity.
We will comment on (I) later. Task (II) poses a serious di5culty. In order to preserve optimal
complexity roughly O(1) operations are to be spent on average per nonvanishing entry while retaining
discretization error accuracy. It would be straightforward to realize that for entries of the type
〈J;k ;LJ;k′〉 but this would require computing N 2J such entries. Therefore one has to work directly
with the wavelet representation. However, then one has to compute entries involving wavelets of
diJerent scales, in particular those from the coarsest scale. A naive application of quadrature rules
would require already a computational expense of order NJ to ensure su5cient accuracy for a
single entry involving coarse scale basis functions. The key to overcoming this di5culty is to
balance the quadrature accuracy with the decay of the entries. A 3rst fully discrete scheme for
zero-order operators is given in [99,86]. In this case Haar wavelets are employed that are suitable
for zero-order operators and can conveniently be realized for patchwise de3ned boundary surfaces.
They are almost optimal in the above sense and a similar complexity as above is con3rmed. The
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computation of the compressed stiJness matrices is accomplished via a suitable Gaussian quadrature
scheme of variable order. In [85] numerical experiments are reported treating systems up to a million
unknowns. A similar strategy of adaptive quadrature is proposed in [103] which is combined with
second compression and realizes full asymptotic complexity.
5.6. Fast approximate matrix=vector multiplication
The approach described in the previous section can be advanced in the following two respects.
Firstly, instead of working only with full levelwise index sets IJ one can consider adaptively
generated highly lacunary sets I. Secondly, instead of exploiting only compressibility of A also
the possible near sparseness of the arrays of wavelet coe5cients can be taken into account. This
culminates in a new diJerent type of fast matrix=vector multiplication based on the following
somewhat diJerent notion of compressibility proposed in [32]. The rest of this section follows the
development in [32]. The (in3nite) matrix C belongs to the class Cs if there exists a positive
summable sequence (6j)j¿0 and for every j¿0 there exists a matrix Cj with at most 2j6j nonzero
entries per row and column such that
‖Cj − C‖. 6j2−sj: (5.8)
Decay properties of the type (5.3) turn out to imply such compressibility in a certain range.
Proposition 5.2. Let
s∗ :=min
{
4
d
− 1
2
;
2t + 2m˜
d
}
; (5.9)
where 4; t; m˜ are the parameters from (5:3).Then for every s¡ s∗ the matrix A from (4:7) belongs toCs.
In order to exploit the sparseness of A and a given array C let C[j] := C2j denote the best N -term
approximation of C∈ ‘2(J) for N = 2j and de3ne
wj :=AjC[0] + Aj−1(C[1] − C[0]) + · · ·+ A0(C[j] − C[ j−1]): (5.10)
Then wj is an approximation to the product AC. The estimation of the accuracy of this approximation
relies on the characterization of best N -term approximation from Section 4.3.
Proposition 5.3. If A∈Cs then; whenever C∈ ‘w0 (J) for 1=0= s+ 12 ; one has
‖AC− wj‖‘2(J). 2−sj‖C‖‘w0 (J): (5.11)
Moreover; A is bounded on ‘w0 (J); i.e.;
‖AC‖‘w0 (J). ‖C‖‘w0 (J): (5.12)
In fact, it follows from the de3nition of Cs that the support of wj is of the order 2j so that (5.12)
follows from Proposition 4.3. Moreover, (5.11) says that the computational work CW (?) needed to
realize an approximation w? to AC such that ‖AC− w?‖‘2(J)6? is of the order
CW (?)∼ #suppw?. ?−1=s‖C‖1=s‘w0 (J); (5.13)
a fact that is crucial in the realization and analysis of adaptive schemes to be described next.
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6. Adaptive wavelet schemes
6.1. The background
The design of adaptive solvers is perhaps one of the most prominent areas where modern mathe-
matical concepts can greatly contribute to scienti3c large-scale computation. Adaptivity has therefore
been the subject of numerous studies from diJerent perspectives. The experiences gathered in the
3nite element context indicate the potential of a tremendous reduction of complexity, see e.g. [19,6].
However, very little is known about the convergence of adaptive schemes in a rigorous sense even
for simple model problems. Of course, convergence means to relate the accomplished accuracy to the
adaptively generated degrees of freedom and the accumulated computational work. Considering the
possibly signi3cant overhead caused by managing adaptive data structures it is obviously important
to know whether a scheme converges at all and if so how fast. The availability of a posteriori local
error estimators or indicators does not yet answer this question. In fact, one usually assumes the
so called saturation property to conclude a 3xed error reduction resulting from a mesh re3nement
which in eJect is the same as assuming convergence rather than proving it [19]. To my knowledge
the only exception is the analysis of the special case of Poisson’s equation on planar polygonal do-
mains in [72]. However, in this context there appear to be no error estimates for adaptive schemes
that relate the achieved accuracy to the size of the adaptively generated systems.
Also the inherent adaptive potential of wavelets has often been praised and treated in numer-
ous studies, see [5,10,11,16,73,82,92,102] for an incomplete list of references, see also [38] for
3rst numerical implementations in a bivariate nonperiodic setting. But again, there are no conver-
gence proofs. Inspired by the results in [10,72] it was shown 3rst in [43] that a certain adaptive
wavelet scheme converges for the scope of problems given in Section 4.1 under the assumption
that L is symmetric positive de3nite, i.e., the symmetric bilinear form a(v; w) := 〈v;Lw〉 satis3es
a(v; v)∼‖v‖2H or equivalently
c1‖C‖‘2(J)6‖C‖ := (CTAC)1=26c2‖C‖‘2(J) (6.1)
for some positive constants c1; c2, which will be assumed throughout this section.
A conceptual breakthrough has been recently obtained for this setting in [32] in that rigorous
convergence rates could be established which are optimal in a sense to be explained below. Before
beginning with a brief summary of the results in [32], a few remarks concerning the interest in
such theoretical results are in order. First, theoretical predictions from complexity theory are mostly
pessimistic about the gain oJered by adaptive schemes. Here it is important to understand under
which model assumptions such a pessimistic statement holds. So it would be important to have
positive results in a relevant setting.
Second, the results cover elliptic PDEs as well as elliptic integral equations even for operators of
negative order such as single layer potentials. In this case even less than for PDEs is known about
adaptive schemes for such problems in classical discretization settings.
Third, the attempts to prove such a convergence result have led to interesting wavelet speci3c
algorithmic components that do not come up in a classical environment.
Finally, the key features described in Section 3 oJer ways of extending the scope of applicability
to systems of operator equations and inde8nite problems.
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6.2. Key questions
As pointed out in Section 4.3 best N -term approximation oJers a natural bench mark. In fact, the
best that could be achieved by an adaptive scheme is to produce errors that stay of the order of best
N -term approximation in ‘2(J). Thus the 3rst natural question is whether an adaptive scheme can
match the rate of best N -term approximation asymptotically.
Best N -term approximation and adaptive schemes are nonlinear methods in the sense that the
approximations are not taken from a linear space. Suppose for a moment that an adaptive scheme
does match the rate of best N -term approximation. The second question remains: what is the potential
gain over linear methods, i.e, methods for which the trial spaces are a-priorly prescribed? Such
methods are, of course, much easier to realize in practice.
According to Section 4.3 the 3rst question essentially concerns approximation in the sequence
space ‘2(J). The second question will be seen to draw on regularity theory for solutions of elliptic
problems in certain nonclassical scales of function spaces.
6.3. The basic paradigm
The practical realization of adaptive approximations to (4.2) in a 3nite element context is to
re3ne step by step a given mesh according to a posteriori local error indicators. The point of view
taken by wavelet schemes is somewhat diJerent. Trial spaces are re3ned directly by incorporating
additional basis functions whose selection depends on the previous step. Speci3cally, setting for any
3nite subset I⊂J
SI := span { I : I ∈I}
and denoting by uI = uTID
−1
I I ∈ SI always the Galerkin solution determined by (4.11), one starts
with some small index set I0 (possibly the empty set) and proceeds as follows:
Given Ij; uIj and some 3xed &∈ (0; 1); 8nd Ij+1⊃Ij as small as possible such that the new
error u− uIj+1 in the energy norm is at most & times the previous error. Obviously, iterating this
step implies convergence of the resulting sequence of approximations in the energy norm.
Successively growing index sets in this way, one hopes to track essentially the most signi8cant
coe5cients in the true wavelet expansion uTD−1 of the unknown solution u. In principle, the
following observation has been used already earlier in the 3nite element context, see e.g. [19,72]. It
was also the starting point in [43].
Remark 6.1. De3ning as in (6.1) the discrete energy norm by ‖C‖2 := CTAC with A from (4.7),
observe that when Iˆ⊃I Galerkin orthogonality implies the equivalence of
‖u − uIˆ‖6&‖u − uI‖ (6.2)
and
‖uIˆ − uI‖¿7‖u − uI‖; (6.3)
where & and 7 are related by
& :=
√
1− 72: (6.4)
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Eq. (6.3) is often referred to as saturation property and is usually assumed rather than inferred.
In the context of wavelet schemes such assumptions can be avoided.
6.4. Residual estimates
Our goal is to realize an estimate of type (6.3). Again this will rely crucially on (6.1) (and hence
on (3.2)) which, in particular means that
c1c−12 ‖AC‖‘2(J)6‖C‖6c2c−21 ‖AC‖‘2(J): (6.4)
In fact, for any Iˆ⊃I one has
‖uIˆ − uI‖¿ c1c−22 ‖A(uIˆ − uI)‖‘2(J)¿c1c−22 ‖A(uIˆ − uI)|Iˆ‖‘2(J)
= c1c−22 ‖A(u − uI)|Iˆ‖‘2(J);
since (Au)|Iˆ = (AuIˆ)|Iˆ. Thus in terms of the residual
rI :=A(u − uI) = f − AuI;
the above estimate (6.4) says that
‖uIˆ − uI‖¿c1c−22 ‖rI|Iˆ‖‘2(J): (6.5)
Key strategy: If Iˆ can be chosen such that
‖rI|Iˆ‖‘2(J)¿a‖rI‖‘2(J) (6.6)
holds for some 8xed a∈ (0; 1) then again (6.4) combined with (6.5) yields a constant 7 := ac31c−22
∈ (0; 1) such that (6.3) and hence; by Remark 6:1, also (6.2) holds.
Thus, the reduction of the error has been reduced to catching the bulk of the residual rI. This is
a principal improvement since the residual involves only known quantities like the right-hand side f
and the current solution uI. However, in the present setting catching the bulk of the current residual
requires knowing all coe5cients of the in3nite sequence rI. Nevertheless, it will make things more
transparent to neglect this latter issue for a moment when formulating the following core ingredient
of the re3nement strategy as the (idealized) routine:
GROW (I; uI)→ (Iˆ; uIˆ)
Given (I; uI) 8nd the smallest Iˆ⊃I such that for some 8xed a∈ (0; 1) one has ‖rI|Iˆ‖‘2(J)¿
a‖rI‖‘2(J).
In order to see how much the current index set is enlarged by GROW suppose that the error of
best N -term approximation to u behaves like N−s. Note that (6.6) is implied by 3nding a possibly
small index set Iˆ such that ‖rI|Iˆ−rI‖‘2(J)6
√
1− a2‖rI‖‘2(J) which is again a task of best N -term
approximation in ‘2(J), this time for the residual. It follows now from Proposition 4.3 that
#(Iˆ\I)∼
(‖rI‖‘w0 (J)
‖rI‖‘2(J)
)1=s
: (6.7)
Since, by (6.4) ‖u − u:‖∼‖r:‖‘2(J) one would retrieve the right growth (error)−1=s of the degrees
of freedom provided that ‖rI‖‘w0 (J) stays uniformly bounded. Recall from (4.19) that for s and 0
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related by (4.20) ‖·‖‘w0 (J) is a stronger norm than ‖·‖‘2(J). Nevertheless, it turns out that the uniform
boundedness of ‖rI‖‘w0 (J) can indeed be enforced by a clean up step. This simply means that after
several applications of GROW one has to discard all coe5cients in the current approximation uI
whose modulus is below a certain threshold. This threshold is chosen so that the current error is at
most multiplied by a 3xed uniform constant while ‖rI‖‘w0 (J) remains bounded. We summarize this
clean up or thresholding step as follows:
THRESH (I; uI)→ (I˜; uI˜).
If ‖u − uI‖‘2(J)6+ 8nd the smallest I˜⊂I such that ‖uI − uI|I˜‖‘2(J)64+.
6.5. An optimal (idealized) algorithm
We next give a rough idealized version of the adaptive wavelet scheme from [32].
Algorithm
• I0 = ∅, rI0 = f , +0 := ‖ f ‖‘2(J);
• For j = 0; 1; 2; : : : determine (Ij+1; uIj+1) from (Ij; uIj) such that
‖u − uIj+1‖‘2(J)6+j=2 := +j+1
as follows:
Set Ij;0 :=Ij, uj;0 := uj;
For k = 1; 2; : : : ; K apply
GROW (Ij; k−1; uIj; k−1)→ (Ij; k ; uIj; k );
Apply THRESH (Ij;K ; uIj; K )→ (Ij+1; uIj+1).
The maximal number K of applications of GROW can be shown to be uniformly bounded de-
pending only on the constants in (6.4).
6.6. Computational tasks
The core task in the above algorithm is the evaluation of the ‘2-norm of the dual wavelet co-
e5cients of the residual. Since this is an in3nite array one has to resort to suitable approxima-
tions. To indicate the actual concrete computational tasks required by a fully computable version of
ALGORITHM we will assume that one has full information about the right-hand side f so that one
can determine for any threshold ?¿ 0 a 3nite array f? such that ‖ f?− f ‖‘2(J)6?. Nevertheless, one
faces the following di5culties in evaluating residuals. The Galerkin solutions uI cannot be computed
exactly but only approximately as a result of 3nitely many steps of an iterative scheme yielding [uI.
Neither is it possible to exactly evaluate the application of the in3nite matrix A to a 3nitely sup-
ported vector which appears in the residual. Moreover, in order to keep the computational work
proportional to the number of unknowns one cannot aJord applying the 3nite matrices AI exactly
as required in the iterative process since these matrices are not sparse in a strict sense. Therefore
in both cases the fast approximate matrix=vector multiplication from (5.10) plays a crucial role. In
particular, it yields an approximation w? for A [uI. This suggests to split the true residual rI into
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an approximate residual [rI and a remainder to be controlled in the course of the calculations as
follows:
rI = f? − w?︸ ︷︷ ︸
[rI
+ f − f? + A( [uI − uI) + w? − A [uI︸ ︷︷ ︸
error
: (6.8)
The routine GROW then works with the approximate residuals [rI := f? − w?.
Furthermore, note that thresholding needed, e.g., when approximating the right-hand side as well
as when determining the C[ j] in the fast matrix=vector multiplication (5.10) requires sorting the
entries of arrays by size. On the other hand, carrying out the products in (5.10), one has to be able
to e5ciently switch back to the ordering induced by the index sets, a point to be addressed again
below in Section 6.8.
A detailed description of all these algorithmic ingredients is given in [32] leading to a computable
version ALGORITHMc of the above idealized scheme. It is designed to converge without any a
priori assumptions on the solution. Its performance is analysed for solutions whose best N -term
approximation behaves like N−s when A∈Cs. It makes heavy use of concepts from nonlinear ap-
proximation as indicated in Section 4.3. The main result reads as follows.
Theorem 6.2 (Cohen et al. [32]). The computable version ALGORITHMc always produces a so-
lution with the desired accuracy after a 8nite number of steps.
Moreover; assume that A∈Cs (e.g. when s¡ s∗ :=min{(4− d=2)=d; 2(m˜+ t)=d} and A satis8es
(5:3). If the solution u to the operator equation (4:2) has the property that for some s¡ s∗:
4N (u) := inf
d>;>∈I;#I6N
∥∥∥∥∥u−∑
I ∈I
dI I
∥∥∥∥∥ .N−s; (6.9)
then ALGORITHMc generates a sequence uIj of Galerkin solutions (4:11) satisfying
‖u− uIj‖. (#Ij)−s: (6.6.3)
Furthermore; the number of arithmetic operations needed to compute uIj stays proportional to #Ij
provided that the entries of A can be computed at unit cost. The number of operations for sorting
stays bounded by a constant multiple of (#Ij)log(#Ij).
The 3rst question in Section 6.2 has now an a5rmative answer in that the adaptive scheme realizes
within a certain range (depending on A and ) the best possible N -term rate at nearly minimal
cost. We also know from Proposition 4.5 under which circumstances error decay rates like (6.9)
hold, namely e.g. when ‖ · ‖∼ ‖ · ‖Ht and u∈Bsd+t0 (L0()) with 0 and s related by (4.20).
This latter observation also leads to an answer to the second question in Section 6.2. Recall that
the number of degrees of freedom required by a uniform mesh of mesh size h is N ∼ h−d. A rate
hsd∼N−s in Ht can only be achieved by such uniform discretizations when the solution belongs to
the space Ht+sd() which is much smaller than Bsd+t0 (L0()). In fact, by the Sobolev embedding
Theorem, (4.20) means that Bsd+t0 (L0()) is for all s¿ 0 just embedded in H
t() but has no excess
Sobolev regularity.
Thus when the solution of (4.2) has a higher Besov-regularity in the scale Bsd+t0 (L0()) than in
the Sobolev scale Hsd+t() the above adaptive scheme produces an asymptotically better error decay
in terms of the used unknowns than linear methods. In quantitative terms, even when the solution
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is pointwise smooth the adaptive scheme is expected to perform better when the norm ‖u‖Hsd+t is
much larger than ‖u‖Bsd+t0 (L0).
6.7. Besov regularity
Therefore the next natural question is, does it occur in the context of elliptic problems that the
solution has de3cient Sobolev regularity compared with the scale Bsd+t0 (L0())? The answer is yes
as shown, e.g., in [39,40,42]. So there is a scope of problems where the above adaptive scheme
would do asymptotically strictly better than linear methods. As an example, let us discuss a typical
result in this direction which is concerned with Poisson’s equation in a Lipschitz domain ⊂Rd;
−Yu= f in ; u|@ = 0: (6.10)
In this case, L=−Y is an isomorphism from H 10 () onto H−1(), so that it is natural to consider
the best N -term approximation in H 1(). Based on the investigations in [42], the following theorem
was established in [41].
Theorem 6.3. Let  be a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rd: Let u denote the solution of (6:10)
with f∈B@−12 (L2()) for some @¿1. Then the following holds:
u∈B60∗(L0∗());
1
0∗
=
(
6− 1
d
+
1
2
)
; 0¡6¡min
{
d
2(d− 1) ;
(@ + 1)
3
}
+ 1:
It is well known that for domains with reentrant corners the Sobolev regularity of the solution
may go down to 32 . In such a case Theorem 6.3 says that for data f with @¿
1
2 the Besov regularity
of u is higher than its Sobolev regularity so that adaptive methods should provider better asymptotic
accuracy. Speci3cally, for polygonal domains in R2 the Besov regularity may become arbitrarily high
for correspondingly smooth right-hand side while the Sobolev regularity stays limited independently
of f [40].
6.8. Implementation and numerical results
The theoretical analysis outlined above suggests new data structures which, in particular, take the
need for sorting arrays of wavelet coe5cients into account. Key-based data structures seem to 3t
these purposes best. The data are of two types, namely the key, for instance the index I and the
value, i.e., the corresponding wavelet coe5cient uI . Thus every item is a pair (key, value) and the
core structure can be viewed as a mapping from the set of keys to the set of admissible values.
The data structures ‘map’ and ‘multimap’ from the Standard Template Library [105] matches the
requirements. A 3rst prototype implementation of an adaptive wavelet solver based on these STL
libraries is developed in [7]. There one can 3nd a detailed discussion of 3rst numerical tests for
one and two dimensional Poisson type problems. The performance of the scheme con3rms for these
examples the claimed optimality with a surprisingly tight relation between best N -term approximation
and adapted Galerkin solutions.
Recall that in the theoretical analysis it is assumed that the entries of the stiJness matrices can
be computed at unit cost. This is realistic for simple problems like constant coe5cient diJerential
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operators on simple domains. In general the validity of this assumptions will depend on the concrete
application and may very well pose serious di5culties. Of course, in principle, the same problem
would arise for 3nite element dicretizations on highly nonuniform meshes when variable coe5cients
or isoparametric elements require su5ciently accurate quadrature at locations with large mesh cells.
For wavelet discretizations adaptive schemes for the e5cient computation of matrix and right-hand
side entries have been recently developed in [13,9].
6.9. Expanding the range of applicability
Self-adjointness and de3niteness of L is essential for the analysis of the above adaptive scheme.
Although diJerential and integral equations are covered this is still a serious limitation. In [44,79]
the ideas of [43] have been extended to saddle point problems arising, for instance, from the weak
formulation of the Stokes problem. It is well known that for such problems stable discretizations
have to satisfy the Ladychenskaja–BabuFska–Brezzi condition (LBB condition). For uniformly re3ned
discretizations wavelet concepts can be used to construct pairs of trial spaces for velocity and pressure
that satisfy the LBB condition for any order of accuracy, see [55,88]. In contrast the treatment of
adaptively re3ned index sets is more complicated [44,79,94]. Nevertheless, an adaptive wavelet
scheme for saddle point problems based on an Uzawa technique is shown in [44,79] to converge in
the spirit of [43], without establishing, however, convergence rates.
An alternative strategy is to consider least-squares formulations of operator equations. The pos-
sibility of using adaptive wavelet techniques for certain least-squares formulations of 8rst-order
elliptic systems has been indicated in [79]. In the 3nite element context least-squares formulations
are currently a very active 3eld of research, see e.g. [20]. An important issue in this context is
to identify appropriate least-squares functionals which, in particular, do not pre-impose too strong
regularity properties of the solution. The problem is that usually these functionals involve Sobolev
norms of negative or fractional index which are hard to evaluate numerically. The techniques to
overcome these di5culties are rather sophisticated and problem dependent.
It has recently been shown in [54] that wavelet concepts oJer very promising perspectives in
the following respects: (a) A large class of problems, again permitting mixtures of integral and
diJerential operators, can be treated in a fairly uni3ed fashion. (b) The norm equivalences (3.3)
facilitate an e5cient numerical evaluation of ‘di5cult’ norms and lead to well-conditioned discrete
problems. Speci3cally, norm equivalences of type (3.3) facilitate the approximate evaluation of
Sobolev norms for negative or noninteger regularity indices. This fact has been already exploited in
[43,32] in connection with adaptive schemes as well as in [12] for the purpose of stabilizing the
numerical treatment of semide3nite problems. A variety of problems is covered by the setting in [54],
e.g. elliptic boundary value problems, in particular, 8rst-order mixed formulations of second-order
elliptic boundary value problems or the following transmission problem. Let  be the exterior of
some bounded domain in Rd with piecewise smooth boundary 2D and let 0 denote some annular
domain with inner boundary 2D and piecewise smooth outer boundary 2. Consider
− · (au) = f in 0;
−Yu= 0 in 1 :=\0;
u|2D = 0; @nu|2N = 0
(6.11)
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with transmission conditions u− = u+, @nu− = @nu+ on the interface 2, where +, respectively —
denote the limits from 1, respectively, 0. The corresponding weak formulation reads: 3nd U =
(u; 4)∈H 10;2D(0)× H−1=2(2) such that
〈au;v〉L2(0) + 〈Wu− ( 12 id −K′)4; v〉L2(2) = 〈f; v〉L2(0); v∈H 10;2D(L2(0));
〈( 12 id −K)u; $〉L2(2) + 〈V4; $〉L2(2) = 0; $∈H−1=2(2); (6.12)
where the singular integral operators K;V;W have been de3ned in Section 4.1.
Another example is the Stokes problem with inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
− BYu +p= f ; div u = 0 in ; u|2 = g; (6.13)
where as usual p∈L2;0() := {q∈L2():
∫
 q dx = 0}. To describe the weak formulation note
that for C∈H 1() :=H 1()d the gradient is now a d × d matrix C := (v1; : : : ;vd). More-
over, for any such d × d matrix valued functions ;  whose columns are denoted by i ; i we
de3ne 〈; 〉 := ∑di=1 〈i ; i〉 =∑di=1 ∫ i · i dx. Again the weak formulation requires 3nding U =
(u; ; p)∈H 1()×H−1=2(2)× L2;0(), such that
B〈C;u〉L2() + 〈C; 〉L2(2) + 〈div C; p〉L2() = 〈 f ; C〉 ∀C∈H 1();
〈u; 〉L2(2) = 〈g; 〉 ∀∈H−1=2(2);
〈div u; q〉L2() = 0 ∀q∈L2;0():
(6.14)
Similarly one could again consider 3rst-order formulations of the Stokes problem [54,22].
These examples all have the common format of a (typically weakly de3ned) system
LU = F (6.15)
of operator equations where L=(Li; l)ni; l=1 de3nes a mapping from some product space H=H1;0×
· · · × Hn;0 into its dual H′. In all the above cases the Hi;0 are closed subspaces of some Sobolev
space Hi;0 = Hi;0 ∩ Hsi(i) of possibly negative or fractional order si with respect to some domain
i that could be a bounded domain in Euclidean space or a boundary manifold. The point stressed
in [54] is that once it is shown that L is actually an isomorphism, i.e.,
‖LV‖H′ ∼‖V‖H; (6.16)
(recall (4.1)) then an appropriate equivalent least-squares formulation of (6.15) reads
LS(U ) :=
m∑
i=1
‖LiU − fi‖2H ′i; 0 → min: (6.17)
In the above examples (6.16) holds indeed for H = H 10;2D(0) × H−1=2(2) and H :=H 1() ×
H−1=2(2) × L2;0(), see e.g. [54]. Now whenever norm equivalences of the form (3.3) for the
individual component spaces are available the inner products inducing the dual norms ‖ · ‖H ′i; 0 can
be replaced by equivalent inner products
〈v; w〉i :=
∑
I ∈Ji
(Di)−2I; I 〈v;  iI〉〈 iI ; w〉= 〈v;i〉D−2i 〈i; w〉; (6.18)
see also [12] for related stabilization strategies. Thus de3ning
Q(V;W ) :=
n∑
i=1
〈LiV;LiW 〉i ; F(V ) :=
m∑
i=1
〈LiV; fi〉i ; (6.19)
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standard variational arguments say that U solves (6.17) (and hence (6.15)) if and only if
Q(U; V ) = F(V ); V ∈H: (6.20)
In wavelet coordinates with a proper scaling based again on the norm equivalences (3.2), (6.20) in
turn is equivalent to
QU = A∗F ; (6.21)
where Q = A∗A, A := (Ai; l)mi; l=1, A
i; l :=D−1i Ai; l(i;l)D
−1
l with Ai; l(w; v) = 〈w;Li; lv〉. Moreover,
system (6.21) is well-posed in ‘2(J), i.e.,
cond2(Q)6
C2LC
4
1
c2Lc
4
1
; (6.22)
see [54]. In all examples under consideration the matrices Ai; l can be shown to be compressible
in the sense of (5.8). Hence the wavelet representation A of L is compressible. Moreover, it is
shown in [54] that certain 8nite sections of A lead to uniformly well-conditioned 3nite-dimensional
problems whose solutions give rise to asymptotically optimal error bounds.
Thus, once having established the equivalence of the original variational problem with an operator
equation (6.15) satisfying (6.16), the wavelet framework allows one to transform this problem into
a well posed symmetric positive-de3nite problem (6.21) on ‘2. Now the adaptive concepts from
Section 6 can be applied again. Once it is shown that the accurate application of Q can be realized
with comparable complexity as in the elliptic case one obtains the same optimal convergence results.
The precise formulation of such strategies is in preparation.
Fictitious domains: Note that in the above example of the Stokes problem inhomogeneous essential
boundary conditions have been incorporated in the variational formulation. One can show that (6.16)
still holds when replacing the domain  in (6.14) by a larger simple domain such as a cube while
2 is still the boundary of the physical domain . This suggests combining the above wavelet
least-squares formulation with a 8ctitious domain method. This is also a recurring theme in [54,84].
In particular, this permits employing simple and e5cient wavelet bases on and, e.g., for d = 2
periodic wavelets on the boundary 2. Such an approach is particularly promising when the boundary
changes or when boundary values vary, for instance, when they serve as control parameters in
optimal control problems. A detailed investigation of this direction is given in [84] where optimal
control problems are transformed into format (6.15), (6.16) with boundary conditions incorporated
in a variational formulation as in (6.14).
7. Nonlinear problems
Now consider problems of the form
@tu+Lu+N(u) = g (7.1)
with suitable initial and boundary conditions whereN(u) denotes a nonlinear operator of lower order
while as before L is a dominant elliptic operator. First, adaptive wavelet schemes for such problems
have been proposed in [92]. A somewhat diJerent approach based on semigroup representations of
the solution to (7.1) has been pursued in [16]. Using the compressibility of operators in wavelet
coordinates, speci3cally in terms of the nonstandard representation from Section 5.3, as well as the
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potential near sparsity of wavelet coe5cient sequences, a 3rst key strategy is to evaluate quantities
like e−(t−t0)Lu0 within any desired tolerance of accuracy. Related truncation arguments have to be
based, of course, on a proper choice of threshold parameters. It seems to remain open though how to
relate these threshold parameters to the current number of signi3cant coe5cients in order to realize
asymptotically optimal accuracy for a given norm. Thus, a rigorous asymptotic error analysis similar
to the one outlined in Section 6 is yet to be provided.
The second issue concerns the treatment of the nonlinear term. For simplicity, let us even assume
that N(u) = f(u) where f is a smooth but nonlinear function. Thus a Galerkin discretization
of (7.1) requires evaluating quantities of the form 〈f(uI);  I〉, I ∈I′, where I, I′ are possibly
diJerent index sets. In a 3nite element context the computation of such quantities reduces to local
quadrature and poses no di5culty at the 3rst glance. Of course, when dealing with highly nonuniform
adaptive meshes the work required for this quadrature may no longer be always of order one when
preserving the overall desired accuracy. This di5culty is very explicit when dealing with such
nonlinear expressions of multiscale expansions uI = dTII. There are two strategies that may come
to mind 3rst: (i) Of course, it would be easy to evaluate single scale coe5cients 〈f(uI); J;k〉,
where J = J (I) = max {|I | + 1: I ∈I} is the highest scale occurring in I. However, when I is
very lacunary, i.e., #Idim S(J ) a transformation of uI into single-scale representation would
completely waste the complexity reduction gained by the sparse approximation in SI. (ii) On the
other hand, a naive application of quadrature to the quantities 〈f(uI);  I〉 would also severely spoil
complexity gains because some of the quadrature domains are comparable to the whole domain
so that su5cient accuracy would require a computational expense of the order of the size of the
problem. So there seems to be a serious bottleneck jeopardizing the advantages of wavelet concepts
gained in other respects.
This problem has long been recognized and discussed in several papers, see e.g. [16,74,89,92].
A key idea is that the mixing of diJerent scales caused by the nonlinear mapping stays limited. To
make such statements quantitative, however, requires again truncation arguments based on a proper
choice of threshold parameters and certain regularity assumptions. Both issues pose di5culties. The
threshold parameters have to be dynamically adapted to the increasing number of degrees of freedom
required by an overall increasing accuracy. As for the regularity assumptions, local Sobolev norms
are often used which, by the discussion in Section 6.6 is not quite appropriate since highly lacunary
index sets are only expected to pay for de3cient Sobolev regularity.
A 3rst analysis of the problem of evaluating nonlinear functionals of multiscale expansions along
these lines was given in [65] leading to a concrete algorithm which could be shown to be optimal
in a sense to be explained below. The 3rst observation is that for any dual pair  and ˜ of wavelet
bases the searched quantities 〈f(uI);  I〉 are just the expansion coe5cients of f(uI) with respect
to the dual basis f(uI)= 〈f(uI); 〉˜. The second point is to exploit again a norm equivalence of
type (3.2) but this time for D = id and H = L2(). In fact, whenever f T˜ is an approximation to
f(uI), (3.2) implies
‖ f T˜ − f(uI)‖L26+ ⇒ ‖ f T − 〈f(uI); 〉‖‘2. +: (7.2)
The idea is then, instead of computing the individual inner products 〈f(uI);  I〉, to 3nd a good
approximation to the whole function f(uI) with respect to the dual system and use its wavelet
coe5cients as correspondingly good approximations to the searched quantities. This approximation,
in turn, has to be e5cient in the sense that the computational work needed for its realization should
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remain (asymptotically) proportional to the number of signi3cant coe5cients of f(uI) for a given
accuracy.
The second important ingredient is the notion of tree approximation. In contrast to the treatment
of linear elliptic systems it is important in the present context to impose a tree structure on the index
sets I. Here this means that when I ∈I then supp  I ′ ∩ supp  I = ∅ implies I ′ ∈I. This constraint
on the index sets turns out not to be too severe. In fact, it can be shown that when u∈Bsq(L?) with
1=?¡ s=d+ 1=p then up to a uniform constant the error of best N -term approximation in Lp which
behaves like N−s can be realized by wavelet expansions with tree-like index sets I, [33,65,79]. Thus,
roughly speaking, as soon as a function belongs to a Besov space just strictly left of the Sobolev
embedding line (3.12) signi3cant wavelet coe5cients start to gather in tree-like index sets whose
cardinality, of course, can be much smaller than that of corresponding fully re3ned sets determined
by the highest occurring frequency. The main result in [65] says that when u belongs to such a
Besov space Bsq(L?) and a best tree approximation uI = d
T
II satis3es ‖u− uI‖L2.N−s, where I
is a tree-like index set of cardinality N , then one can determine a somewhat expanded tree-like set
Iˆ still with #Iˆ.N and an approximation AIˆ(f(uI)) to f(uI) at the expense of O(N )
operations such that
‖AIˆ(f(uI))− f(uI)‖L2.N−s: (7.3)
The resulting algorithm consists of two parts. First, denoting by @I the set of leaves in the tree
I, i.e., the elements of @I have no children in I, the approximations to f(uI) are given in the
form
AIˆ(f(uI)) =
J (Iˆ)∑
j=j0
∑
k ∈2j(I)
cj; k ˜j; k ;
where 2j(I) contains those indices k for which supp ˜j; k overlaps the support of a wavelet  I ,
|I | = j − 1, I ∈ @Iˆ. The coe5cients cj; k result from quasi-interpolation and best local polynomial
reconstructions.
Once such approximations are obtained, in a second step localized versions of the multiscale
transformations of type (2.15),(2.16) are applied to transform AIˆ(f(uI)) into the form
AIˆ(f(uI)) =
∑
I ∈ Iˆ
dI  ˜ I
at the expense of O(#I) operations. The coe5cients dI are the searched approximations to the inner
products 〈f(uI);  I〉 whose accuracy is ensured by (7.3) and (7.2). Thus, in summary, the complexity
of the problem remains proportional to the number of signi3cant coe5cients. The above concepts
have been implemented. Tests of the resulting algorithm presented in [65] con3rm and illustrate the
theoretical analysis. For several extensions to estimates with respect to Lp norms see [65].
8. About the tools — some basic concepts
So far we have merely assumed that wavelet bases with certain properties are available and have
derived some consequences of these properties. It is clear that the main features such as locality, norm
equivalences and cancellation properties may not be easily realized for nontrivial domain geometries.
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There are two basic strategies to cope with such domains. The 3rst one is to employ a 8ctitious
domain such as a cube and use periodic wavelets for an appropriately extended problem. Periodized
wavelets immediately inherit all the nice properties of classical wavelets on Rd constructed with
the aid of Fourier techniques. Essential boundary conditions can be treated in various ways. For
problems with constant coe5cients they can be corrected via an integral equation [5]. They can also
be enforced approximately by appending them as a penalty term to the variational formulation, see
[101] and the literature cited there. The problem then is to restore the condition of the resulting
discrete systems. A further alternative is to append boundary conditions by Lagrange multipliers.
This leads to a saddle point problem so that de3niteness is lost. So one has to make sure that
the discretizations of the Lagrange multipliers and those on the domain satisfy the LBB condition.
Moreover, one has to come up with suitable preconditioners. Corresponding asymptotically optimal
schemes are developed in [83,53] for the case that the discretizations on the boundary and the location
of the boundary in the 3ctitious domain are independent of the traces of the trial spaces on . This
allows one to take best possible advantage of simple periodic wavelet bases for the bulk of degrees
of freedom which stay 3xed even when the boundary moves or the boundary values vary. This is,
for instance, important in optimal control for boundary value problems where boundary values act
as control parameters, see [84] for the development of wavelet methods for such problems. To avoid
possible constraints imposed by the LBB condition one can also use least-squares formulations for
incorporating boundary conditions as mentioned at the end of Section 6.9, see also [54]. Note that
in all these variants for d= 2 the discretization of the Lagrange multipliers living on the boundary
involves again periodic univariate wavelets. Hence in this case all ingredients are conveniently based
on e5cient periodic tools.
Of course, for d¿ 2 the boundary is, in general, no longer a torus so that at some point one faces
the need for wavelets de3ned on closed (sphere-like) surfaces as well. In fact, browsing through the
examples discussed so far, it would be desirable to have wavelet bases on bounded domains in Rd
as well as on manifolds such as closed surfaces. In this regard, two major issues arise. First, one
has to develop suitable criteria for the realization of norm equivalences and cancellation properties.
Second, constructive concepts are needed that meet these criteria. We will brieMy sketch some ideas
and developments in this direction.
8.1. Fourier-free concepts for norm equivalences
Given complement bases j it is typically not so di5cult to show that they are uniformly H -stable
in the sense that
‖dj‖‘2 ∼‖dTj j‖H (8.1)
holds uniformly in j. Unless the Wj are orthogonal complements (which will typically not be the
case) it is usually more di5cult to ensure stability over all levels which is ‖d‖‘2 ∼‖dT‖H . (Here 
plays the role of the scaled basis D−1 in (3.2)). Since (8.1) means ‖(Qj+1−Qj)v‖2H ∼
∑
|I |=j |dI |2
it su5ces to con3rm that
‖v‖H ∼

 ∞∑
j=0
‖(Qj − Qj−1)v‖2H

1=2 ; (8.2)
recall (2.7) in Section 2.4.
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We adhere to this ‘basis-free’ formulation in order to stress that the type of splitting of the spaces
Sj rather than the choice of the particular bases will be seen to matter, recall the discussion at the
end of Section 4.2. Of course, when the Qj are orthogonal projectors (8.2) even holds with ‘∼ ’
replaced by ‘=’. In general, orthogonal decompositions will not be available and then the validity
of (8.2) is not clear.
Criteria for the validity of (8.2) in a general Hilbert space context have been derived in [48],
see [47] for other function spaces. Roughly speaking, the spaces Sj must have some quanti3able
regularity and approximation properties stated in terms of inverse and direct estimates.
As pointed out in Section 4.2 the case that H is the energy space related to (4.2) is of primary
interest. Since in many classical examples the energy space agrees with a (closed subspace of a)
Sobolev space the following specialization is important [48].
Theorem 8.1. Assume that Sj⊂Hs() for s¡<. Let Q be any sequence of projectors onto S which
are bounded in Hs() for s¡< and satisfy the commutator property (4.2). Moreover assume that
the Jackson or direct estimate
inf
vj ∈ Vj
‖v− vj‖L2(). 2−mj‖v‖Hm′ (); v∈Hm
′
(); (8.3)
as well as the Bernstein or inverse estimate
‖vj‖Hs(). 2sj‖vj‖L2(); vj ∈Vj; s¡<′ (8.4)
hold for both Vj=Sj and Vj=S˜j := rangeQ′j with m
′=m¿<′=< and m′=m˜¿<′=<˜¿ 0; respectively.
Then one has
‖v‖Hs()∼

 ∞∑
j=0
22sj‖(Qj − Qj−1)v‖2L2()

1=2 ; −<˜¡ s¡<; (8.5)
where for s¡ 0 it is understood that Hs() = (H−s())′.
Note that standard interpolation arguments provide estimates of the type (8.3) and (8.4) for
0¡s¡<. This implies that ‖(Qj−Qj−1)v‖2Hs()∼ 22sj‖(Qj−Qj−1)v‖2L2() for 0¡s¡< so that (8.5)
takes indeed the form (8.2) for H =Hs(). Thus, such norm equivalences are typically obtained for
a whole range of function spaces.
Discrete norms of the above type and their equivalence to norms like (3.10) (with q = p = 2)
are familiar in the theory of function spaces as long as the Sobolev indices s are positive, see e.g.
[47,71,77,96,97,114]. The essential di5culty is to include s=0, i.e., H 0()=L2() or even negative
indices. This expresses itself through conditions on both the primal multi-resolution S and on the
dual multi-resolution S˜. In particular, choosing Q 3xes S˜. We will encounter later cases where
S˜ is explicitly constructed. However, in other situations of interest this is not easily possible. It is
therefore important to reduce the need for explicit a priori knowledge about Q and Q′ as much as
possible. The following result reMects such attempts.
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Theorem 8.2 (Dahmen and Stevenson [66]). Let S and S˜ be two given multi-resolution sequences
satisfying dim Sj = dim S˜j and
inf
vj ∈ Sj
sup
v˜j ∈ S˜j
|〈vj; v˜j〉|
‖vj‖L2()‖v˜j‖L2()
& 1: (8.6)
Then there exists a sequence Q of uniformly L2-bounded projectors with ranges S such that
range (id − Qj) = (S˜j)⊥L2 and likewise for the dual projectors Q′ one has range (id − Q′j) = (Sj)⊥L2 .
Moreover; Q satis8es the commutator property (4:2).
Furthermore; if S and S˜ satisfy (8:3) and (8:4) with respective parameters m; m˜∈N and <; <˜¿ 0
then one has for any wj ∈ range (Qj − Qj−1)∥∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
j=0
wj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
Hs()
.
∞∑
j=0
22sj‖wj‖2L2(); s∈ (−m˜; <) (8.7)
and
∞∑
j=0
22sj‖(Qj − Qj−1)v‖2L2(). ‖v‖2Hs(); s∈ (−<˜; m): (8.8)
Thus for s∈ (−<˜; <); v → {(Qj−Qj−1)v}j is a bounded mapping from Hs onto ‘2(Q) := {{wj}j: wj ∈
range (Qj − Qj−1); ‖{wj}j‖‘2; s(Q) := (
∑∞
j=0 2
2sj‖wj‖2L2())1=2 ¡∞}; with bounded inverse {wj}j →∑∞
j=0 wj; i.e.; for s∈ (−<˜; <) (8:7) and (8:8) hold with ‘. ’ replaced by ‘∼ ’.
We have assumed above that (as in all practical cases) the spaces Sj are 3nite dimensional and
that dim Sj = dim S˜j. In order to cover classical multi-resolution on Rd one can require in addition
the validity of (8.6) with interchanged roles of Sj and S˜j. Theorem 8.2 will be seen to be tailored
to the construction of 3nite element-based wavelets [66].
If one is only interested in norm equivalences (8.5) for positive s¡< estimates (8.4) and (8.3)
are only required for S. In this case the right-hand side of (8.5) can be shown to be equivalent to
norms of type (3.10) [52,71,96].
Of course, typical applications do not concern full Sobolev spaces but closed subspaces Hs. To
this end, recall that Hs0;2D() denotes the closure in the H
s-norm of smooth functions vanishing on
2D. Then for some r ∈N one typically has Hs :=Hs() for 06s¡ r and Hs :=Hr0;2D() ∩ Hs()
for s¿r. Analogous norm equivalences can be established in those cases as well for a proper
interpretation of H−s, s¿ 0, see [64] for details.
In summary, once estimates of the type (8:5) have been obtained, norm equivalences of the form
(3.2) follow for the complement basis functions satisfying (4.1) provided that the complement bases
are uniformly stable for each level. This latter fact, in turn can be con3rmed by criteria that will be
explained next in Section 8.2.
8.2. Construction principles — stable completions
It remains to identify suitable complements Wj or equivalently appropriate projectors Qj for a
given multi-resolution sequence S. We outline next a general concept that is again Mexible enough
to work in absence of Fourier techniques for realistic domain geometries. In a special setting this
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was presented 3rst in [45] and in full generality in combination with stability concepts in [26]. The
central ingredient is called there stable completion. In a slightly restricted form it was independently
developed in [108,109] under the name of lifting scheme for second generation wavelets. The key
is to identify the search for a complement basis with the completion of a rectangular matrix to a
nonsingular square matrix. We will sketch the development in [26].
Not every complement Wj, or equivalently, not every stable completion Mj;1 of Mj;0 gives rise
to a Riesz basis. Therefore we will proceed in two steps:
(I) Find some initial stable completion.
(II) Modify the initial stable completion so as to realize desirable properties such as the Riesz basis
property or other features to be identi3ed later.
The 3rst point is that in practical situations some stable completion is often easy to 3nd. In fact,
returning to our example of piecewise linear 3nite elements on uniformly re3ned triangulations, j
consists of the classical Courant hat functions. Identifying the indices k ∈Ij with the vertices of the
jth level triangulation an initial complement basis is given by the hierarchical basis
^j := { ^ j; k :=j+1; k : k ∈Ij+1\Ij} (8.9)
[115]. The interpolation properties and the locality of the hat functions readily allows us to identify
the entries of Mj;1 and also of Gj. Both Mj and Gj are uniformly sparse and the entries remain
uniformly bounded which implies the validity of (2.13). Thus the hierarchical complement bases
form a stable completion. They do not give rise to a Riesz basis in L2 though.
The second point is that once an initial stable completion M^ j;1 (M^ j := (Mj;0; M^ j;1)) along with
the inverses G^ j has been identi3ed all others can be obtained as follows. Note that for any (#j ×
#j)-matrix Lj and any invertible (#j × #j)-matrix Kj one has
id = M^ jG^ j = M^ j
(
id Lj
0 Kj
)( id −LjK−1j
0 K−1j
)
G^ j=:MjGj: (8.10)
which means
Mj;1 =Mj;0Lj + M^ j;1Kj; Gj;0 = G^ j;0 − LjK−1j Gj;1; Gj;1 = K−1j G^ j;1: (8.11)
The case Kj = id corresponds to the lifting scheme [108,109]. Obviously, again by (2.13), the
new completions Mj;1 are stable if Lj, Kj, K−1j have uniformly bounded spectral norms. Moreover,
sparseness is retained when the Lj, Kj and K−1j are all sparse. We will show several applications
of (8.11) later, see also [49].
Of course, any choice of nontrivial Lj;Kj enlarges the supports of the wavelets and makes the
multiscale transformations (2.15), (2.16) more expensive. However, additional cost can be kept small
by factoring the new transformation [109]. Taking for simplicity Kj = id, for instance (2.15) takes,
in view of (8.11), the form
cj+1 =Mj;0(cj + Ljdj) + M^ j;1dj; (8.12)
which is the old (supposively faster) transformation for modi8ed coarse scale data cj +Ljdj. Recall
from Section 5.2 that this is crucial for the computational cost of the change of bases preconditioner.
As mentioned before a necessary condition for a multiscale basis  to be a Riesz basis in L2 is
that it has a biorthogonal or dual basis ˜ which also belongs to L2. The above concept of changing
stable completions can be used to construct biorthogonal bases.
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Proposition 8.3 (Carnicer et al. [26]). Suppose that in addition to the (stable) generator bases
j one has (stable) dual generator bases ˜j; i.e.; 〈j; ˜j〉 = id; with re8nement matrices M˜ j;0.
Furthermore; let as above M^ j;1 be some initial stable completion for Mj;0. Then
Mj;1 := (id −Mj;0M˜∗j;0)M^ j;1 (8.13)
is also a stable completion and Gj;0=M˜
∗
j;0; Gj;1=G^ j;1=: M˜
∗
j;1. Moreover; the collections  :=j0∪j¿j0
j; ˜ := ˜j0 ∪j¿j0 ˜j where Tj :=Tj+1Mj;1; ˜
T
j := ˜
T
j+1M˜ j;1; are biorthogonal; i.e.; 〈; ˜〉= id.
Thus, the input for this construction is some initial stable completion and a dual pair of single-scale
bases which are usually much easier to construct than biorthogonal in3nite collections.
Remark 8.4. Since for |I |= j one has
|〈v;  I〉|= |〈v; (Qj+1 − Qj) I〉|= |〈(Q′j+1 − Q′j)v;  I〉|6‖(Q′j+1 − Q′j)v‖L2(supp  I );
using locality (2.3) we see that the order m˜ of the direct estimate (8.3) for the dual multi-resolution
determines the order of the cancellation property in (3.1).
It is often not so easy to determine for a given j an explicit biorthogonal basis ˜j satisfying
(2.3). A remedy is oJered by the following useful variant from [66].
Proposition 8.5. Suppose that the multi-resolution sequences S; S˜ (with dim Sj = dim S˜j) satisfy
(8:6) and that Sj = S(j); S˜ j = S(˜j) where; however; j; ˜j are not biorthogonal yet. Let ^
T
j =
Tj+1M^ j;1 be an initial complement basis and assume that %j⊂ Sj+1 is dual to ˜j; i.e.; 〈%j; ˜j〉=id.
Then
Tj := ^
T
j −%Tj 〈˜j; ^j〉 (8.14)
form stable bases of the complements Wj := Sj+1 ∩ (S˜j)⊥L2 .
Note that this construction 3ts into the framework of Theorem 8.2. One way to derive it is to
apply Proposition 8.3 to the dual pair (%j; ˜j). Even when 3xing the spaces Sj and S˜j beforehand
it is in many cases easy to construct the %j [66].
9. Construction of wavelets on bounded domains
We will brieMy outline three types of constructions based on the above concepts that work for
bounded domains as well as for closed surfaces.
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9.1. Patchwise de8ned domains
The 3rst two concepts apply to domains  which can be represented as a union of (essentially)
disjoint smooth parametric images of the unit d-cube := (0; 1)d, i.e.,
[ =
M⋃
i=1
[i; i ∩ l = ∅; i = l;
where i = Ii( ), Ii : Rd → Rd′ , d′¿d, i = 1; : : : ; M , and the Ii are regular parametrizations. Of
course, this covers a wide class of domains. For instance, every triangle can be decomposed into
quadrilaterals. Moreover, typical free-form surfaces in computer aided geometric design are of this
form where each Ii is a polynomial or rational mapping. One can then proceed in three steps:
(i) Construct wavelet bases on (0; 1).
(ii) Employ tensor products to form bases on and then on each patch i by means of parametric
lifting.
(iii) From the local bases on i build global bases on .
In order to retain the option of realizing high-order cancellation properties suggested by Theorem
5.1 all presently known approaches along the above receipe concern biorthogonal wavelets.
(i): Wavelets on (0; 1) have been studied in several papers [2,27,35,56,94]. The starting point is
a multi-resolution setting for R generated by a suitable scaling function . The common strategy
is then to construct generator bases [0;1]j on [0; 1] consisting of three groups of basis functions.
The 3rst two are formed by the left and right boundary functions [0;1]j;L ; 
[0;1]
j;R consisting of a 3xed
3nite number of scaled versions of linear combinations of translates 2j=2(2j · −k) overlapping the
left respectively right end point of the interval. The third group consists of interior basis functions
[0;1]I; j = {2j=2(2j · −k): k = ‘1 + 1; : : : ; 2j − ‘2} for 3xed ‘1; ‘2, whose support is contained in [0; 1].
The boundary functions are formed in such a way that S([0;1]j ) contains all polynomials up to
some desired order m. Speci3cally, the construction of the [0;1]j in [56] employs the biorthogo-
nal multi-resolution from [34] based on B-splines. It is shown that for any order m of [0;1]j and
any m˜¿m; m + m˜ even, the dual generators from [34] can be used to construct a biorthogonal
generator basis ˜
[0;1]
j which has polynomial exactness m˜ on all of [0; 1]. After constructing some
initial stable completions Proposition 8.3 can be employed to construct biorthogonal wavelet bases
[0;1], ˜
[0;1]
satisfying (2.2) and having vanishing moments of order m˜ [56]. Moreover, the poly-
nomial exactness combined with the locality (2.3) allows one to establish direct estimates of the
form (8.3) for both the primal and dual multi-resolution sequences, while (8.4) is a consequence
of stability. Hence Theorem 8.1 applies and ensures the validity of the norm equivalence (8.5)
[56].
There are several ways of incorporating homogeneous boundary conditions. Since the boundary
functions in [0;1]j;L and ˜
[0;1]
j;L near 0 say agree locally with monomials, discarding the 3rst l functions
in both bases gives rise to a smaller pair of biorthogonal functions whose elements now have
vanishing derivatives of order ¡l at zero. In [64] an alternative concept is analyzed realizing
complementary boundary conditions, see [30] for such earlier realizations based on spline systems.
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This means that when the primal basis functions satisfy certain boundary conditions at an end point
of the interval then the dual collection of basis functions has no boundary constraints at this end
point but spans there locally all polynomials of order m˜ and vice versa. The importance of this
construction will be explained later.
(ii): It is straightforward to construct now biorthogonal bases  ; ˜ on as tensor products of
the constructions on (0; 1) (again with a desired type of boundary conditions on the faces of ).
Moreover, the collections i := ◦I−1i := { ◦I−1i :  ∈ } and ˜
i
:= ˜ ◦I−1i are biorthogonal
with respect to the modi8ed inner products
(v; w)i :=
∫
v(Ii(x))w(Ii(x)) dx: (9.1)
(iii): At least two essentially diJerent concepts regarding (iii) have been proposed.
9.2. Globally continuous wavelets on 
The 3rst one pursued for instance in [23,25,38,62,81,94] leads to globally continuous pairs of
biorthogonal wavelet bases ; ˜

where, however, biorthogonality holds with respect to the inner
product (v; w) :=
∑m
i=1 (v|i ; w|i)i with (·; ·)i de3ned by (9.1).
The 3rst step in all constructions is to form globally continuous pairs of generator bases j ; ˜

j .
Due to the particular nature of the univariate boundary near basis functions in [0;1]j;K ; ˜
[0;1]
j;K , K ∈{L;R},
this is actually very easy since all but one generator function from each side vanish on the
interface.
Given globally continuous generator bases on  the subsequent construction of wavelets diJers in
the above-mentioned papers. Gluing wavelets and scaling functions across patch boundaries subject
to biorthogonality constraints boils down in [23,25] to studying certain systems of homogeneous
linear equations whose structure depends on the combinatorial properties of the patch complex. A
diJerent strategy is used in [62]. First of all the univariate ingredients are symmetrized so that global
constraints in connection with the parametric lifting through the mappings Ii are avoided. Second, in
view of Proposition 8.3, the gluing process is completely con8ned to generator basis functions which,
as mentioned before, is easy. In addition, based on suitable stable completions for the individual
patches some global initial stable completion M^

j;1 is explicitly constructed so that (8:13) provides
the desired stable completion Mj;1 which gives rise to biorthogonal wavelet bases. Of course, M

j;1
does not have to be assembled globally. In fact, expressing Mj;1 in the form (8.11) (with Kj = id)
the entries of the corresponding matrix Lj can be identi3ed as linear combinations of inner products
of primal and dual generator functions [26].
Due to the locality of the generator bases j , ˜

j it is not hard to con3rm the validity of direct
and inverse estimates of the form (8.3), (8.4) for the primal and dual multi-resolution sequences
S, S˜. However, due to the nature of the modi3ed inner products (9.1) to which biorthogonality
refers, duality arguments apply only in a restricted range. As a consequence the norm equivalences
(8.5) can be shown to hold only in the range − 12 ¡s¡ 32 . Thus Theorems 4.1 or 5.1 say that the
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single-layer potential is not covered with respect to optimal preconditioning. Nevertheless, these bases
are appropriate for operator equations of order between zero and two. Applications to second-order
elliptic boundary value problems on bivariate L-shaped domains and analogous three-dimensional
domains are presented in [24,113] where the change-of-bases-preconditioner described in Section 5.2
is used.
Moreover, since gluing across patch interfaces 3xes a global parametrization of  an extension
of this concept to higher degrees of global regularity would only work for domains that are home-
omorphic to some domain in Euclidean space.
9.3. The theory of Ciesielski and Figiel and new wavelet bases
To overcome the above limitations an alternative approach to the construction of bases on  is
developed in [63] still for the above patchwise representations of domains. The main diJerence
is that the construction of bases is now closely intertwined with the characterization of func-
tion spaces de3ned on  as Cartesian products of certain local spaces based on the partition of
 into the patch complex {i}Mi=1 and not as usual on an atlas and charts. This characterization
was 3rst given in [29,30] for the purpose of constructing one good basis for various function
spaces on compact C∞-manifolds. [30] already contains the explicit construction of such bases
in terms of spline systems. Since these bases however lack the desired locality the objective of
[63] has been to adapt the concepts from [30] to applications in numerical analysis. In particular,
this concerns isolating minimal constructive requirements on ingredients like extension operators
and tying them with more recent technologies around the construction of suitable local wavelet
bases.
These concepts work for a wide range of Sobolev and Besov spaces. For simplicity, we sketch
some ideas here only for Sobolev spaces. The point is that Hs() is equivalent to the product
of certain closed subspaces of the local spaces Hs(i). To be a bit more precise one assigns to
each interface [i ∩ [l =: i;l a direction. In other words, the patch complex is considered as an
oriented graph whose edges are the interfaces. Now let ↑i denote a slightly larger patch in 
which contains i in such a way that the inIow boundary, i.e., the union of those faces of i
whose direction points into i is also part of the boundary of 
↑
i . Hence 
↑
i contains the (relative
interior of) the outIow boundary of i in its interior. Thus one can consider extensions across
the outMow boundary of functions on i to 
↑
i . The patch 
↓
i is de3ned in complete analogy for
reversed directions. Let Hs(i)↑ := {v∈Hs(i): iv∈Hs(↑i )} and analogously Hs(i)↓, where i
is the indicator function on i. Hence Hs(i)↑ consists of those functions whose trivial extension by
zero across the outMow boundary has the same Sobolev regularity on the larger domain ↑i . When
s = n+1=2; n∈N, these spaces agree with Hs
0; @↑i
(i). In that sense the elements of Hs(i)↑ satisfy
certain homogeneous boundary conditions at the outMow boundary. These spaces are endowed with
the norm ‖v‖Hs(i)↑ := ‖iv‖Hs(↑i ). Based on suitable bounded extension operators Ei from Hs(i) to
Hs(↑i ) whose adjoints E′i are also continuous one can construct bounded projectors Pi : H
s() →
Hs() such that
(Pi(Hs())|i = Hs(i)↓; (P′i (Hs())|i = Hs(i)↑: (9.2)
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A central result concerns the validity of the following topological isomorphisms:
Hs() 
M∏
i=1
Hs(i)↓; ‖v‖Hs()∼
(
M∑
i=1
‖(Piv)|i‖2Hs(i)↓
)1=2
;
(Hs())′ 
M∏
i=1
H−s(i)↑; ‖v‖Hs()∼
(
M∑
i=1
‖(P′i v)|i‖2H−s(i)↑
)1=2
; (9.3)
where H−s(i)↑ is the dual of Hs(i)↓.
Once (9.3) is given the idea is to construct local wavelet bases i := i;↓ ◦ I−1i ; ˜
i
:= ˜
i;↑ ◦
I−1i , where i;↓ indicates that the wavelets in  i;↓ satisfy those boundary conditions induced by the
inMow and outMow boundaries of i through the parametric pullback I−1i . In particular, the elements
in the dual basis ˜
i
satisfy corresponding complementary boundary conditions as indicated by the
reversed arrow. Thus, one needs dual pairs of wavelet bases with complementary boundary conditions
on the unit cube . Employing spline systems, such bases were constructed 3rst already in [29,30].
An alternative construction of local wavelet bases was given in [64]. The lifted bases i , ˜
i
satisfy norm equivalences of the form
‖v‖Hs(i)↓ ∼‖{22s|I |(v;  ˜
i
I )i}‖‘2 ; (9.4)
see [64].
Setting gi := |@Ii(I−1i (·))| which by assumption is a smooth function on i, the global wavelet
bases ; ˜

are now formed as follows. The indices I for  iI have the form I = (I
i; i) where I i
is an index for the ith basis i . Thus for any such I one sets
 I :=Pii 
i
I i ;  ˜

I :=P
′
i ig
−1
i  ˜
i
I i : (9.5)
The factor g−1i in the de3nition of  ˜

I can be seen to ensure biorthogonality with respect to the
canonical inner product 〈·; ·〉 for L2(), i.e.,
〈; ˜〉= id: (9.6)
Moreover, combining the local norm equivalences (9.4) with relations (9.3) yields the desired rela-
tions
‖v‖Hs()∼‖〈v; ˜〉D s‖‘2 ; s∈ (−<˜; <); (9.7)
where (D s)I; I ′ = 2s|I |$I; I ′ and Hs() = (H−s())′ for s¡ 0. Here the bounds <˜; < depend on the
regularity of the wavelets in  i;↓ ; ˜
i;↑
as well as on the regularity of the manifold , see [63] for
details.
A few comments on this concept are in order:
• In contrast to the previously mentioned constructions, biorthogonality holds with respect to the
canonical inner product so that duality arguments apply in the full range of validity in (9.7).
• In principle, any range for (9.7) permitted by the regularity of  can be realized.
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• A global parametrization of  is never needed. In fact, the mappings Ii should rather be viewed
as equivalence classes of parametrizations whose elements are only identi3ed up to regular
reparametrizations. The regularity of  is only reMected by the ability of reparametrizing the
mappings from neighboring patches in such a way that resulting locally combined reparametriza-
tion of a neighborhood of any patch i has the regularity of . These reparametrizations only
enter the concrete realization of the projections Pi, see [63].
• Relations (9.3) induce automatically a domain decomposition scheme also for global operators
which is sketched next.
9.4. Domain decomposition
Abbreviating L↓ :=
∏M
i=1 H
t(2i)↓ and its dual L′↑ :=
∏M
i=1 H
−t(2i)↑; it is shown in [63] that for
t ∈ (−<˜; <) the mapping S(vi)Ni=1=
∑N
i=1 Piivi is a topological isomorphism from L↓ to H
t(). Thus
LL := S ′LS : L↓ → L′↑; f := S ′f∈L′↑; (9.8)
so that (4.2) is equivalent to
LLu = f : (9.9)
Of course, given u∈L↓ satisfying (9.9), u = Su solves (4.2). One can show that LL = (Li; l)Mi; l=1
where Li; lw := (P′iLPllw)|i . Moreover, setting 〈{vi}; {ui}〉L :=
∑M
i=1〈vi; ui〉i where 〈·; ·〉i de-
notes the canonical inner product for L2(i), one has by de3nition 〈LL{ui}; {vi}〉L = 〈Lu; v〉 for
S{ui}= u. Thus the weak formulation 〈LLu; C〉L = 〈f ; C〉L, C∈L↓, of (9.9) takes the form
N∑
l=1
〈
N∑
i=1
Ll; iui − fl; vl
〉
l
= 0; C= {vi}Ni=1 ∈L↓: (9.10)
The simplest way to solve (9.10) iteratively is a Jacobi-type scheme yielding un by
Li; iun+1i = fi −
∑
l=i
Li; lunl ; i = 1; : : : ; N: (9.11)
Each step requires the solution of an operator equation which, however, now lives only on one
patch, or equivalently, on the parameter domain .
Let us brieMy discuss now the convergence properties of the iteration (9.11) (or a corresponding
relaxation version) 3rst on the level of operator equations. To this end, note that the ellipticity (4.1)
for H = Ht() combined with (9.3) yields ‖LLC‖L′↑ ∼‖C‖L↓ for C∈L↓: Speci3cally, when L is
self-adjoint and positive de3nite this means
‖C‖2L↓ ∼〈LLC; C〉L; C∈L↓;
which, in particular, implies that
‖Li; iv‖H−t(i)↑ ∼‖v‖Ht(i)↓ ; i = 1; : : : ; N: (9.12)
Hence, the local problems
Li; iui = gi; i = 1; : : : ; N; (9.13)
on are elliptic. Thus, in view of (9.4), each of these local problems can be solved adaptively with
optimal complexity for instance by the scheme from Section 6. Due to isomorphisms (9.3) and the
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properties of the wavelet schemes in combination with (9.12) one can invoke the theory of stable
splittings and Schwarz schemes to conclude that this strategy gives rise to an asymptotically optimal
solver, [77,97]. It should also be noted that this just as the adaptive concepts work for diJerential
as well as integral operators.
Not only because integral operators are usually much less accessible by domain decomposition
techniques this case deserves special attention for the following reason. Note that for I = (i; Ii) and
I ′ = (l; Il)
〈L I ′ ;  I 〉 =
∫ ∫
Ll; i(x; y) 
l;↓
Il (y) 
i;↓
Ii (x) dx dy; (9.14)
where Ll; i(x; y)=((P′i⊗P′l)K)(I↑i (x); I↑l (y)) and I↑i is the above mentioned extended parametrization
of ↑i . More precisely, the adjoints P′i only enter when  

I does not vanish at the outMow boundary
of its support patch. Since due to the locality of the wavelets  iIi in the local bases the Pi actually
reduce to extensions across the outMow boundary ↑i so that P′i is a restriction operator. At any
rate, computations reduce completely to computing with the wavelets on the unit cube regardless
of the appearance of the projections P′i in (9.14). Hence the local problems can be processed in
parallel after possible prior modi3cations of the kernels.
As pointed out above it is crucial that the biorthogonal pairs of wavelet bases  i;↓ ; ˜
i;↑
on have
complementary boundary conditions. However, therefore the elements of  i;↓ are only orthogonal to
those polynomials which satisfy the boundary conditions corresponding to i;↑. Hence cancellation
properties will only hold for functions with such boundary conditions. Due to the nature of the
extension operators Ei in the above construction, the modi3ed kernels Ll; i(x; y) in (9.14) turn out to
satis3ed exactly the right type of boundary conditions. As a consequence of the resulting optimal
order patchwise cancellation properties the entries of the stiJness matrices exhibit the desired decay
properties of type (5.8) which was important for the adaptive concepts [63].
9.5. Finite element-based wavelets
There have been various attempts to merge 3nite element discretizations with wavelet concepts, see
e.g. [49,90,91] and the discussion in Section 10.1 below. Especially the investigations in [106,107]
aim at robust preconditioners based on wavelets with short masks which therefore give rise to ef-
3cient multiscale transformations. Here we brieMy indicate the approach proposed in [66] which,
in particular, led to Theorem 8.2. Recall that for the constructions in Sections 9.2, 9.3 the primal
multi-resolution S was chosen 3rst and the dual multi-resolution S˜ was essentially determined
through the construction of biorthogonal projectors Qj, namely as the range of their adjoints. By
contrast, in [66] both the primal and dual multi-resolution S and S˜ are a priorily chosen to be
spanned by Lagrange 3nite element bases on uniform subdivisions of some arbitrary initial tri-
angulations of a two- or three-dimensional polygonal domain. In particular, the order of the dual
sequence S˜ reMects the desired order of cancellation properties. In this case the projectors Qj are
not explicitly given but only the primal wavelet basis  is directly constructed according to (8.14)
in Proposition 8.5. After some start up calculations on the reference element the construction is
explicit and uses only information on the domain geometry, see [66] for details. In particular, the
stability condition (8.6) has to be checked only on the reference element. This condition means that
the bases for the spaces Sj and S˜j can be biorthogonalized. One can use Theorem 8.2 to establish
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norm equivalences of the form (8.7), (8.8) for < = <˜ = 32 , when  is a domain in Euclidean space
and <= <˜=1 when  is a piecewise a5ne Lipschitz manifold, without actually ever computing the
dual bases. All biorthogonality relations refer to the standard inner product for L2(). The prize that
has to be paid is that the dual basis ˜ is not explicitly available and will in general not be local in
the sense of (2.2). However, recall from (5.2) that only the transformation TJ from (2.14), (2.15) is
needed which is e5cient due to the locality of the primal basis . For more details on the e5cient
implementation of the multiscale transformation TJ , using ideas similar to (8.12), see [66].
10. Applications in conventional discretizations
Except perhaps for Section 9.5 the above developments concern pure wavelet settings in the
sense that little use can be made of standard discretizations. I would like to indicate next brieMy
some instances where wavelet concepts are combined with conventional discretization schemes
without requiring sophisticated basis constructions. Speci3cally, the tools from Section 8.2 are
applied.
10.1. Stabilizing hierarchical bases
The 3rst example concerns standard elliptic second-order boundary value problems of the type
Lu := − div(”u)u+ au= f in ⊂Rd;
u= 0 on @;
which are to be solved by Galerkin schemes with respect to a multi-resolution sequence S con-
sisting of nested standard piecewise linear 3nite element spaces on a hierarchy of uniformly re3ned
triangulations of a polygonal domain , recall Section 2.4. In principle, the hierarchical basis pre-
conditioner from [115] is based on a change of bases as described in Section 5.2. The particular
complement bases of the form (8.9) give rise to very e5cient multiscale transformations in (5.2).
However, as mentioned earlier, the hierarchical basis does not satisfy relations of the form (3.2) for
the relevant function space H 10 (), say. Therefore, moderately growing condition numbers are en-
countered in the bivariate case d=2 while for d¿3 the condition numbers increase with decreasing
mesh size at a larger unacceptable rate.
Instead stable bases for orthogonal complements between successive 3nite element spaces would
satisfy (3.2) and thus would give rise to asymptotically optimal preconditioners, which has also been
the starting point in [21]. The idea in [111] has therefore been to determine at least approximate
orthogonal complements while preserving as much e5ciency of the classical hierarchical basis pre-
conditioner as possible. This can be viewed as choosing hierarchical complement bases as initial
stable completions M^ j;1 which are then to be followed by a change of stable completions according
to (8.10). To obtain corresponding matrices Lj note 3rst that
Mj;1 := (id − (Mj;0〈j; j〉−1〈j; j+1〉))M^ j;1
gives rise to bases Tj = 
T
j+1Mj;1 that span orthogonal complements. In other words, the ideal
Lj in (8.11) would have the form −〈j; j〉−1〈j; j+1〉M^ j;1 with Kj = id. Of course, the inverse
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〈j; j〉−1 of the mass matrix is dense and so is Mj;1. However, to compute Mj;1C for any co-
e5cient vector C, which is a typical step in the multiscale transformation (2.14) needed for the
change-of-bases-preconditioner (see (5.2)), one can proceed as follows. First, compute M^ j;1C=: Cˆ
and w := 〈j; j+1〉Cˆ =Mj;0〈j+1; j+1〉Cˆ. Next, instead of computing 〈j; j〉−1w exactly one per-
forms only a few iterations on the well-conditioned system 〈j; j〉y = w, followed by Cˆ −Mj;0y,
see [111,112].
10.2. Convection diBusion equations
The next example concerns convection–diBusion-reaction equations of the form
L u := − div(Uu) +  Tu+ au= f in ⊂Rd;
u= 0 on @
and again the same 3nite element multi-resolution as in the previous section. Due to the additional
3rst-order term L is no longer self-adjoint. Moreover, when ” is small compared to  , i.e., when
the grid Peclet numbers Ph := ‖ ‖h=2‖”‖ (h denoting the mesh size) are larger than one, it is well
known that several severe obstructions arise. Firstly, the e5ciency of standard multilevel schemes
degrades or even ceases to work at all. Secondly, standard Galerkin discretizations become unstable
and the solutions to the discrete systems exhibit unphysical oscillations. Therefore, one usually adds
stabilization terms which, however, entails a loss of accuracy, in particular, in critical areas such
as near layers. The concept proposed in [57,58] aims at combining an improved robustness of the
solution process with preserving stability of the discretization through adaptivity without a priorily
chosen stabilization.
The realization is based on an adaptive full multi-grid scheme with scale dependent grid transfer
and smoothing operators. Setting a(v; u) := 〈v;Lu〉, the starting point is a two-level splitting of the
3ne grid space Sj+1= : Sh into the coarse space SH := Sj and the hierarchical complement W := S(^j),
where ^ is given by (8.9). The stiJness matrix A relative to the basis H ∪^ has then a two by two
block form (Ai; l)1i; l=0 where A0;0 = a(H ;H), A0;1 = a(H ; ^), A1;0 = a(^; H), A1;1 = a(^; ^). In
principle, the test space could, of course, be chosen diJerently from the beginning, which means to
start with a Petrov–Galerkin discretization in order to incorporate some stabilization. The next step
is to apply a change of stable completions of the form (8.11) with K^ = id and some L^ to achieve
an L2 or H 1-stabilization of the complement based, e.g., along the lines described in the previous
section. Furthermore, a dual change of stable completions is performed on the splitting of the test
space with some Lˆ (and again for simplicity Kˆ = id). This means that the roles of the matrices Mj
and Gj from Section 8.2 are interchanged so that one obtains a modi8ed coarse grid basis. Thus
on the next coarser level one actually does use a Petrov–Galerkin scheme. This yields a modi3ed
block system of the form(
id −Lˆ
0 id
)(
A0;0 A0;1
A1;0 A1;1
)(
id −L^
0 id
)
=
(
A0;0 − A1;0 A^0;1 − LˆA^1;1
A1;0 A^1;1
)
:
The matrices Lˆ; L^ are roughly chosen as follows. While L^ is to stabilize the complement bases
(spanning the high-frequency components) for the trial spaces the matrix Lˆ is used to decouple the
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block system, i.e.,
LˆA^1;1 ≈ A^0;1: (10.1)
Speci3cally, a SPAI technique is used in [58] to realize (10.1).
This approximate decoupling turns out to cause an automatic up-wind eJect of increasing strength
when descending to lower levels, see [57]. Speci3cally, the re3nement matrix of the test bases
changes according to the second relation in (8.11) which corresponds to an adapted, scale-dependent
prolongation operator.
Exact decoupling in (10.1) would give rise via block elimination to an exact two-grid method
which consists of a coarse grid correction
ˆ^A0;0e0 = r
@
0 = fˆ 0 − ˆ^A0;0u@H u@+1H = u@H + e0
of the coarse grid component and a high-frequency correction for d@ = fˆ 1 − ˆ^A1;0u@H − A^1;1d@ of the
form
d@+1 = d@ + A^
−1
1;1(r
@
1 − A1;0e0):
Approximate decoupling is shown in [58] to lead to a multi-grid scheme with a smoother of the
form
S =
(
I 0
−(M ˆ^A0;0 +QA1;0) I −QA^1;1
)
which for
S = (I − G ˆ^A); G =
(
0 0
M Q
)
corresponds to the basic iteration u@+1 = (I − G ˆ^A)u@ + Gf = u@ + Gr@. Here the application of Q
and M correspond to an approximate inversion of the complement matrix A^1;1, respectively the
approximate inversion of the coarse grid system ˆ^A0;0 followed by the application of −QA1;0.
Note that high-frequency components in the form of wavelet-type coe5cients are approximated in
each step. Their behavior can then serve as an indicator for local mesh re3nements quite in the spirit
of the adaptive wavelet scheme from Section 6. The details of such a strategy are given in [58]
which leads to an adaptive full multi-grid method. In an oversimpli3ed way it can be summarized
as follows:
• Add arti3cial viscosity on the coarsest level and solve the perturbed problem.
• Re3ne the current discretization (locally) based on the magnitude of wavelet coe7cients; use the
current approximation as initial guess for the next level and reduce viscosity.
• Continue until original viscosity is restored and accuracy check is veri3ed.
Thus regardless of the size of the local grid Peclet numbers on the 3nal possibly highly nonuniform
mesh one ends up with a Galerkin approximation. In [58] various bivariate examples for diJerent Mow
3elds such as constant directions, circulating Mow, variable directions and combinations with reaction
terms are tested. One can see that in all cases the re3ned mesh accurately reMects the behavior of
the solution and provides oscillation free Galerkin approximations. The number of multi-grid cycles
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also stays bounded while, however, due to the SPAI technique, the work for each cycle may still
vary signi3cantly.
10.3. Conservation laws
The last example concerns problems of rather diJerent type namely systems of hyperbolic con-
servation laws of the form
@u(t; x)
@t
+
d∑
m=1
@fm(u(t; x))
@xm
= 0; 0¡t¡T; x∈ (10.2)
with suitable initial and boundary data. A common way of discretizing such equations is to view
(10.2) as an evolution of cell averages in the form
un+1k = u
n
k − >k
d∑
m=1
( [f
n
m;k+em − [f
n
m;k); >k :=Yt=|Vk|; (10.3)
where here the Vk denote cells in some hexaedral mesh and
unk :=
1
|Vk|
∫
Vku
(tn; x) dx; [f
n
m;k :=
1
Yt
∫ tn+1
tn
∫
2m;k
f (u(t; x))Tnm;k(x) d2 dt:
Here 2m;k denotes the cell interface with mth 3xed coordinate. Approximating the exact Mux balances
[f
n
m;k+em − [f
n
m;k by numerical Iux balances [F
n
m;k+em − [F
n
m;k depending typically on neighboring cell
averages and collecting cell averages and numerical Muxes in arrays [Cn and [Fm;±, one arrives at a
discrete evolution scheme of the form
[Cn+1L = [C
n
L − :L
d∑
m=1
( [Fm;L;+ − [Fm;L;−)=: [CnL − :LY [FL ≡ EL [CnL ; (10.4)
where the subscript L now indicates that cell averages and Muxes refer to the Lth level of a hierarchy
of meshes and where :L is the diagonal matrix with entries given in (10.3).
To realize high accuracy, e.g., through ENO reconstructions one usually faces expensive Mux cal-
culations typically based on approximate local Riemann solvers. Therefore A. Harten has proposed
a multiscale methodology for accelerating the computation of numerical Iuxes in higher-order 8nite
volume discretization [78]. His approach was based on a rather general discrete multi-resolution
concept closely related to the framework in [26] whose ingredients have to be adapted to essentially
any given 3nite volume scheme, see also [3,4]. Specializations to bivariate applications and unstruc-
tured meshes are given in [1,17,104]. The key idea is to transform the array [CL (suppressing for the
moment the time index n) of cell averages on the 3nest level L into an array
[CL → [CMS = ([C0; [d 0; : : : ; [dL−1);
of cell averages [C0 on some coarsest level and detail coe5cients [d j on higher levels with the aid
of a suitable multiscale transformation T−1L of the form (2.16). Here ‘suitable’ means (a) that T
−1
L
should be e5cient, i.e., the cost should remain proportional to the length of [CL and (b) that whenever
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the function v behind the given cell averages is very smooth corresponding detail coe5cients of the
right length scale should be very small. A realization for uniform triangular meshes are developed
in [36]. In [50] multiscale transformations are constructed that satisfy both requirements (a) and (b)
for hierarchies of curvilinear boundary 3tted quadrilateral meshes in R2. On account of the very
nature of the cell averages as an inner product of a properly normalized characteristic function on a
quadrilateral with the underlying function, the Haar basis for such meshes serves as a natural initial
stable completion. Since Haar wavelets have only 3rst order cancellation properties the requirement
(b) will not be ful3lled to a satisfactory degree. Therefore a change of stable completions (8.11) is
applied that realizes higher order vanishing moments of the corresponding new complement functions
and therefore a correspondingly higher order of cancellation properties. One can choose always Ki=id
while the matrices Lj are determined completely locally, see [50].
Given such multiscale transformations a suitable time evolution law for detail coe5cients could
be derived in [50] which the following procedure can be based upon:
• Threshold the detail coe5cients in the arrays [d nj (for suitable level dependent thresholds). From
the resulting set Dn of signi8cant coe5cients predict a set D˜
n+1
for the time level n+ 1 which
consists of Dn padded by a security margin determined by the CFL condition. Here one uses the
3nite propagation speed for hyperbolic problems.
• Compute Iux balances on the coarsest level taking however information from the 3nest level
by adding suitable Mux balances; propagate the cell averages on the coarsest level in time using
these Mux balances.
• Based on suitable evolution relations for detail coe5cients derived in [50] propagate the detail
coe5cients to time level n+1 for j=0; 1; : : : ; L− 1. For coe5cients corresponding to signi3cant
indices in D˜
n+1
one has to perform expensive Mux calculations. For coe5cients not in D˜
n+1
the
Mux values are obtained by cheap interpolation which permits the intended savings.
This scheme has been applied to various problems such as the reentry of a blunt body into the
atmosphere where the conserved variables change by orders of magnitude near a detached bow shock,
[50]. Again the size of wavelet-like coe5cients is used to adapt the computation namely at that
point to decide whether expensive Mux calculations are needed or instead inexpensive interpolated
values su5ce. An extended analysis of the above procedure which, in particular, substantiates the
choice of D˜
n+1
is given in [37]. Of course, since eventually Mux values are assigned to every cell on
the 3nest level the complexity of the calculations can only be reduced by a 3xed factor. Therefore,
3rst attempts have been made meanwhile to turn this scheme into a fully adaptive one roughly
speaking by not re3ning the mesh any further at locations where exact Mux calculations are no
longer needed, [76]. A central problem here is to ensure at any stage su5ciently accurate data for
the Mux calculations. This and the analysis of the ultimate complexity of such schemes are currently
under investigation.
11. Concluding remarks
The key features of wavelet bases cancellation properties and isomorphisms between function and
sequence spaces have been shown to play a pivotal role for the development of numerical multiscale
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methods for the solution of operator equations. Speci3cally, the combination of these isomorphisms
with the mapping properties of the operators has been identi3ed as the main driving mechanism which
also determines the scope of problems for which wavelet concepts lead to asymptotically optimal
schemes. Special emphasis has been put on adaptivity which oJers perhaps the most promising
perspectives for future developments. Therefore, this latter issue has been discussed in greater detail
for a pure wavelet setting while I have tried to indicate more brieMy a variety of further ideas
and directions which branch oJ the core concepts. This includes recent attempts to apply wavelet
concepts in traditional discretization settings, e.g., in connection with convection diJusion equations
and conservation laws. All this reMects the potential strength of wavelets not only as a discretization
but also as an analysis tool which helps bringing analysis and solution closer together. The prize
one has to pay is that the wavelets themselves are usually much more sophisticated than standard
discretization tools. Therefore the realization of the key features in a Fourier free context that can
host realistic domain geometries has been the second guiding theme. In summary during the past
ten years enormous progress has been made in the developments of sound theoretical concepts for
wavelets in numerical analysis. Meanwhile, as I have indicated on several occasions in the course
of the discussion many of these ideas have been implemented and tested although mostly for simple
model problems. So it is fair to say that theory is still way ahead practical realizations. Moreover,
most of the existing implementations are research codes that are far from exhausting their full
potential. This has several reasons. First, as indicated by the adaptive scheme in Section 6 new
data structures and evaluation schemes have to be developed that diJer signi3cantly from existing
well established software tools. Second, for a wavelet method to work really well all its ingredients
have to be coordinated well. Since little can be borrowed from standard software this is a time
consuming process. It also leaves us with serious challanges with regard to the design of interfaces
with real life applications. Finally, the sophistication of the tool oJers many possibilities to do things
wrong. For instance, working with domain adapted bases a proper tuning may be required to reduce
the condition of the bases signi3cantly. Therefore, exporting wavelet concepts into conventional
discretization settings as indicated in Section 10 appears to be a very promising direction for future
reasearch.
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